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A 11IGHT INVESTIGATION OF BASIC PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A TEETERING-ROTOR ATTACK HELICOPTER 
Charles E. K. Morris, Jr. 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 23665 
SUMMARY 
Fllght data were obtalned wlth an instrumented AH-1G hellcopter havlng 
unlnstrumented, standard maln-rotor blades. The data are presented to facill-
tate the analysls of data taken when the same vehlcle was flown wlth instru-
mented maln-rotor blades bUllt wlth new alrfOlls. Test results include data 
on performance, fllght-state parameters, pitch-llnk loads and blade angles for 
level fllght, descendlng turns and pull-ups. Flight test procedures and the 
effects of both trlm variatlons and tranSlent phenomena on the data are 
dlscussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
A fllght lnvestlgatlon of rotorcraft-alrfoll characteristlcs has been 
conducted wlth a hlgh-speed, teeterlng-rotor, AH-IG hellcopter that used a 
serles of maln-rotor blades. ThlS research was JOlntly sponsored by NASA and 
the Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM) at Langl ey. The prlmary purpose 
of the lnvestlgatlon was to relate alrfoll deslgn methods to the three-
dlmenslonal, unsteady-flow enVlronment of a full-scale rotor. Inltlal results 
for three blade sets, each wlth one experlmental alrfoll, have been publlshed 
ln reference 1. Full analysls of the data for the experimental blades 
requlres reference to data on the baslc vehlcle. 
The purpose of thl s paper 1 s to present appropri ate results from the 
fll ght 1 nvest 1 gat 1 on of the AH-1G of reference 1 with standard product ion 
maln-rotor blades. Some data on thlS basellne configuration lS already 
avallable. Aerodynamlc, structural, and acoustlC data ln references 2 to 5 
were obtalned wlth an AH-1G equlpped wlth numerous sensors mounted not only on 
the fuselage but also wlthln a glove on each maln-rotor blade. Results of 
fllght tests on stablllty, control and performance parameters are given in 
references 6 to 8, maneuver data are presented in references 8 to 13. 
A lthough these references are useful, they do not contai n enough of the data 
requl red for a dlrect comparl son between test results from basel i ne and 
experlmental maln-rotor blades. 
Basellne data were obtalned uSlng the alrcraft of reference 1 wlth uninstru-
mented, standard blades. The resultlng data set included performance and 
f11ght-state parameters, pltch-llnk loads, blade flapping, and blade pltch. 
The fllght test condltlons were the same as those wlth the experimental 
blades; they conslsted of level fllght at alrspeeds up to about 160 knots and 
maneuvers that lncluded symmetrlcal pull-ups and descendlng turns. All test 
pOlnts were taken wlth baslcally the same, nominally clean conflguration as 
used wlth the experlmental blades. The resultlng rotor-thrust coefflcients 
for level fllght ranged between 0.0034 and 0.0045. 
SYMBOLS 
Pos 1 t lYe senses of some forces, angl es, and angul ar rates are presented 
In flgure 1. 
AOf 
AO tr , 
a 
c 
maln-rotor collectlve pltch at O.75R commanded at the swashplate, deg 
tall-rotor collectlve pltch, deg 
main-rotor, CYCllC pltch commanded at the swashplate (coefficient of 
cos~ In expresslon for e ), deg 
s 
speed of sound, m/sec 
maln-rotor, CyCllC pltch commanded at the swashplate (coefflcient of 
s'n~ In expresslon for es ), deg 
maln-rotor mast torque coefflclent, ~ 
pnR (SGR)2 
alrfoil chord, m 
pltch-llnk load, posltlve for compression, N 
acceleration due to qravlty, 9.81 m/sec2 
denslty altltude, m 
horlzontal-tall lncldence anqle, deq 
reference blade-tlp Mach number, SGR 
-a 
number of rotor revolutlons, lnltlated at X = 00 
orthogonal set of load factors for alrcraft center of gravity, 
9 Unlts 
Pf , qf' rf orthogonal set of fuselage angular rates, rad/sec 
Pm measured nOlse-boom statlc pressure, Pa 
Pc corrected, freest ream static pressure, Pa 
Q maln-rotor mast torque, N-m 
qm measured nose-boom dynamlc pressure, Pa 
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corrected, freest ream dynamlc pressure for fuselage velocity, Pa 
maln-rotor radius, m 
radlal dlstance from aX1S of rotation to blade element, m 
measured total temperature, deg C 
tlme, seconds 
true alrcraft alrspeed, m/sec 
relatlve freest ream wlnd veloclty, m/sec 
alrcraft gross weight, N 
orthogonal set of alrcraft body axes 
alrfoll absclssa, posltlve rearward from leading edge, m 
airfoll ordlnate, dlsplacement perpendlcular to alrfoil chord line, m 
fuselage angle of attack, deg 
fuselage angle of slde-sllp, deg 
maln-rotor, shaft-axls teeter angle, (where Bs = aO - aICoS1Ji - bi sintJ! _ ••• ) positlve upward, deg 
hydraullc control-rod dlsplacement, counts 
collectlve control-rod displacement, counts 
lateral control-rod dlsplacement, counts 
longitudlnal control-rod dlsplacement, counts 
fuselage pltch attltude, deg 
maln-rotor, shaft-axls blade pltch at O.75R, (where 8s = AO - Al 
cos1Ji - BisintJ! - ••• ) deg 
tl p speed ratlo, V/(stR) 
mass density of alr, kg/m3 
standard devlatlon at test-point condltlon 
fuselage roll attitude, deg 
main-rotor blade aZlmuth angle measured from downwind posltion In 




maln-rotor rotational speed, rad/sec 
nomlnal maln-rotor rotatlonal speed, 10.8 rarl/sec 
Bars over symbols denote mean values; clrcumflex marks (A) over symbols denote 
peak-to-peak amplltudes of osclllatlons for one rotor revolutlon. 
EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 
Test Vehlcles 
The test vehlcle was an attack hellcopter modlfled by the removal of 
weapons systems and the lnstallatlon of data systems. ThlS aircraft lS shown 
1 n the drawlng of fl gure 2 and the photograph of fl gure 3. Bas 1 c al rcrft 
charactenstlcs are glven In Table I. Changes from the production con-
flguratlon lnclude the lnstallatlon of an lnstrumentatlon boom at the nose and 
a data-system camster on top of the main-rotor mast. In addltlon, the for-
ward weapons assembly was replaced by a dummy chln turret and an lnstrumen-
tatlon rack In the ammUnltlon bay. The total set of modiflcations should 
produce no slqnlflcant varlatlons from the aerodynamlc and lnert1al propert1es 
of the productlOn alrcraft In the clean conflguratlon (l.e., wlthout w1ng 
stores). 
A slngle alrf01l contour, commonly ldentlfled as the BHC 540 alrfoll, lS 
used for the maln-rotor blades. Wlnd-tunnel data for the 540 alrfo1l is glven 
In reference 14. ThlS symmetr1cal a1rfoil was derlved by maklng straight-line 
extenslons from about the 51 percent to the 129 percent chord locatlon for an 
NACA 0012 alrfoll. Coordlnates for the resultlng a1rfoll are glVen ln Table 
II; a drawlng of the shape 1S presented 1n f1gure 4. Compansons of nominal 
and measurerl proflle contours are shown ln flgure 5. 
Data System 
The alrcraft was equl pped W1 th a P1loted A1 rcraft Data System (PAnS) to 
measure anrl record fl1ght data. The PADS channels used Pulse Code Modulation 
(peM) technlque In the dlgltlzatlon of data measurements from fuselage-mounted 
sensors. Other PADS channels operated wlth frequency modulat1on (FM) to pro-
duce analog-data records of rotor measurements. All data were recorded w1th 
an on-board tape recorder. 
The PADS-PCM system provlded measurements of the aerodynamic and inertlal 
fllght states, control posltlOns, and other parameters such as ma1n-rotor 
rotatlonal speed. A detalled descnption of the data channels for the flnal 
data-systefTl conflguratlon lS glven In Table III and Append1x A. Photographs 
of the nose-boom sensors and temperature sensors are presented 1n figure 6. 
The PADS-PCM system used conventlonal slgnal-condltlon1ng and record1ng equip-
ment. The 10-b1t dlgltal data words (0 to 512 counts plus panty) were 
sampled 80 t1mes per channel per second and then entralned on a slngle tape 
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track. Signal conditlomng components, the tape recorder and most of the 
gyroscopes were mounted on a rack located in a thermally-protected environment 
ln the ammunltlon bay (fig. 7). 
The PADS-FM system acqulred measurements of mast torque, pitch-link load 
and both pl tch and teeter angl es of the bl ades. Some of the sensor instal-
latlons are lllustrated ln flgure 8. Appendix A provides general information 
on these sensors. Instrumentati on 1 eads for all of the rotor channel s \\ere 
connected to slgnal condltlomng ln the ammunitions bay through a sllp-ring 
assembly housed at the top of the maln-rotor mast (figure 8(a)). The PADS-FM 
system used multlpleXlnq and voltage control osclllators operated with a fre-
quency devlation of ±1 kHz. This is compatible with analog-to-digital 
systems for data reduction with 200 Hz fllters (wlth amplitude ratlos down 
approxlmately 3 db at 200 Hz). 
Data Reductlon 
Data reductlon conslsted of two baslc steps. Flrst, flight-tape data 
were converted lnto edlted, dlgltlzed records expressed ln englneerlng units. 
No further correcti ons were needed for PADS-Ft~ data at that poi nt. Second, a 
set of Slmultaneous records of PADS-peM data \\ere processed to yield corrected 
values of data, lncludlng dmenslonless parameters, for a given lnstant of 
tlme in a test-polnt record (Appendlx B). 
Fllght-Test Procedures 
The need to obtal n data from both standard and expenmental bl ade sets 
for comparlson led to emphasls on repeatable, well controlled test-point 
condltlons. However, precise predetermined values of fllght-test parameters 
were dlfflcult to obtaln on any glVen fllght. These parameters lnclude 
advance ratlo, vehlcle load coefflclent, and Mh, reference tip ~ach number. 
The llmltlng factors ln achlevlng repeatabillty were a lack of precise real-
tlme data on In-fllght condltlons and contralnts imposed by atmosphenc con-
dltlons, such as turbulence and V1Slblllty. The achievement of speciflc 
fllght-test parameters was also affected by operatlonal llmits on rotor rota-
tlOnal speed. Because of these constral nts, procedures were adopted to hol d 
alrframe conflguration and center-of-gravlty locatlon as invariant as possible 
whlle a data base of adequate SlZe was obtalned for a limited number of test 
conditlons. 
Most data were obtalned durlng level-fllght sweeps and two types of 
collectlVe-flxed maneuvers. The level-flight sweeps began Wlth a test point 
at an lndlcated alrspeed of 50 to 60 knots. (The minimum airspeed was dlC-
tated by llmltatlons on the accuracy of nose boom data due to adverse maln-
rotor wake effects.) Speed-sweep data were tYPlcally taken in nominal 10-knot 
lncrements up to the maximum alrspeed, as determined by englne power or 
transmission torque limlts. The resultlng advance ratlos ranged from approxi-
mately 0.12 to 0.35. Each maneuver was flown wlth the collective set for 
tnmmed level fllght at the target aHspeed. During the descendlng turns, 
altltude was lost to malntaln airspeed whlle target values of elther normal 
acceleratlon or roll angle were held withQut CyCllC inputs for at least a full 
second. The symmetrical (longitudinal plane) pull-ups \\ere executed to 
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ach1eve target values of nonnal accelerat10n concurrent with a spec1f1c value 
of p1tch att1tude. That p1tch alt1tude was the same as required for level 
fl1ght at the target value of a1rspeed. Nonnal accelerat10n for these and 
other maneuvers was generally l1m1ted to a value of 2 gis, while aHspeed 
targets ranged from 80 to 140 knots. 
RESULTS 
The data conta1ned 1n th1S report are presented so as to compliment the 
eX1st1ng data sets in references 2 to 13 and to a1d 1n the 1nterpretat10n of 
data obta1ned with new main-rotor blades flown on the same helicopter (ref. 
1). Level-fl1ght data are given 1n f1gures 9 through 18 and 1n Appendix C; 
maneuver data are presented 1n f1gures 19 through 27. The 1nterpretation of 
vanous slZe sets of data and the s1gnif1cance of cond1tions 1nfluenc1ng the 
data are d1scussed. 
Leve 1 Fl i ght 
The fl1ght data of f1gure 9 and the assoc1ated list1ngs in Appendix C 
prov1de some knowledge about both vehicle character1st1cs and test-po1nt 
repeatab1l 1 ty. These data ~re obtai ned duri ng a S1 ngl e fl 1 ght that 1 ncl uded 
one speed sweep at each of four nom1nal alt1tudes. The t1me for each test 
point was selected on the bas1s of overall steadiness from fl1ght-parameter 
h1stor1es for each test cond1t10n. The test-point select10n parameters 
1nclude aerodynam1c att1tude, angular rates, and nonnal accelerat1on. A 
slngle curve 1S fa1red through most data sets to help to def1ne trends and to 
prov1de a clear reference for comparison w1th the 1nd1v1dual points. All data 
p01nts ~re taken Wlth controls f1xed and a constant rotor-speed sett1ng. 
F1gure 9(a) presents tYP1cal perfonnance results. Small vanat10ns are 
shown 1n veh1cle load coeff1c1ent, Wh1Ch 1S a measure of 1nert1al and not 
aerodynam1c load; these var1at10ns are attributable to changes 1n fuel ~1ght, 
a 1 r dens 1 ty, and fl uctuati ons 1 n both rotor speed and nonna 1 load factor. 
Rotor-torque coeff1c1ent data shows the expected trend w1th t1p-speed rat10. 
At low aHspeeds, the low levels of dlrect10nal and speed stab1l1ty produce 
some scatter. 
Most of the att1tude and controls data (f1g. 9(b) and 9(c), respect1vely) 
agree well with the fa1red curves. The scatter in both roll and sideslip data 
result from the freedom to trim the vehicle for steady, level fl1ght Wlth an 
allowable range of combinations of those parameters. The scatter 1n roll 
across the range of tip-speed rat10s 1nd1cates that the p1lot judged trim pri-
manly on the bas1s of sidesl1p. The scatter 1n sideslip, tall-rotor collec-
tlVe and posslbly main-rotor torque are reduced at higher t1p-speed ratios by 
the lncreased contnbutlon of the vertlcal tail fin to dHectlonal stabillty 
(ref. 6) WhlCh resulted in increased consistency ln trim settings. 
The typical data hlstones glVen ln f1gures 10 and 11 give some insight 
1 nto the preceding sets of data. (Data hl ston es are gl ven for test pal nts 1, 
8, and 13 in Appendlx C.) Many of the traces of unsmoothed, uncorrected data 
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ln flgure 10 have a strong two-per-revolutlon osclllatlon, due to blade loads, 
1 mposed on much lower-frequency van at1 ons. Differences ln the magnitude of 
alternatlng peaks for roll rate and lateral acceleratlon are attributible to 
both structural lmpedence and bl ade bal ance. 
The relatlvely greater steadiness of the a1rcraft at the medlum-speed 
cond1t10n of f1gure 10 lS typical of all the speed-sweep runs. Low-speed dif-
f1 cul t1 es 1 n ach1 eV1 ng trim have al ready been noted; at h1 gh ai rspeeds, the 
h1gher v1brat10n level and rotor gust sens1tiv1ty adversely affect the p1lot ' s 
task of manag1ng the rotor thrust vector to ma1nta1n both 11ft and propuls1ve 
forces. F1gure 12 provldes another means of evaluat1ng steadlness: the stan-
dard dev1at10n of sensor measurements during long 1ntervals for test points in 
Append1x C. The m1nlmum-value curves for each parameter lndlcate the best 
results for any glVen t1p-speed rat10. The potentlal for relatlVely stable 
fl1 ght 1 s 1 nd 1 cated by these data and by pllot Opl ni on to 1 i e between tl p-
speed rat10s of approx1mately 0.15 and 0.25. 
The results of uS1ng several pilot techn1ques for level-fl1ght data 
p01nts are shown 1n f1gures 13 and 14. The data for f1gure 13 were obta1ned 
w1th gU1del1nes Wh1Ch called for ach1ev1ng tr1mmed test-po1nt cond1tions 
about once per m1nute and hold1ng a well-controlled test p01nt of only a few 
seconds. Test obJect1ves for the data of f1gure 14 requ1red the repet1t10n of 
test p01nts and the cont1nuat10n of control-f1xed test-point periods for up to 
seven seconds. The result1ng scatter for the latter case (f1g. 14) lnd1cates 
the complex1ty and seventy of that task for the typ1cal atmosphenc con-
d1t10ns ava1lable. All subsequent testlng was conducted wlth the less stre-
nuous gU1del1nes. 
More 1ns1ght 1nto mast torque data can be gal ned 1n f1gure 15. The 
hlgher frequency content of the traces are two-per-revolutlon: torque due to 
blade drag and bendlng-moment cross talk on the strain-gauge bndge produce 
that effect. The frequently observed vanat10n with about a 2.5 per revolu-
t 1 on pen od 1 s related to the tors lOna 1 natural frequency of the ma st, dri ve 
system and, poss1bly, some coupl1ng w1th the eng1ne governor (ref. 9). A much 
longer penod vanat10n, d1ff1CUlt to observe 1n th1S llm1ted data presen-
tat10n, also affects the determ1nat10n of mast torque for nominally steady 
cond1tlOns. 
Much of the fl1ght-state and performance data presented thus far 1ndicate 
that 1nstantaneous values of level-fllght data should not be 1nterpreted 
str1ctly. Th1S type of data, such as glven 1n figures 9, 13, 14, appear to be 
1nfluenced by the tranS1ent phenomena observed 1n figures 10 and 15 and, 
poss1bly, by p1lot technlque. These observat10ns suggest that data trends, 
def1 ned by adequately 1 arge data sets, are more useful at 1 east for perfor-
mance data. In contrast, the proper 1nterpretati on of a set of data for a 
slngle p01nt 1n t1me may requ1re deta1led attent10n to all of the flight-state 
and control-parameter data available. 
The blade-angle data of f1gure 9 can be further examined w1th the 
unsmoothed parameter h1storles of flgure 16, Wh1Ch presents data for cases 5, 
6 and 7 1n Append1x C. (Each revolut1on 1S 1nlt1ated at 00 rotor aZ1muth.) 
These traces show that blade mot10n 1S not always very close to a simple 
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f1rst-hannomc pattern. Slnce laboratory tests 1ndicated that the sensors 
should glVe good results at the observed frequencies, analysls of the blade-
angle data should consider aerodynamic and inertial effects on the sensors 
themselves, aeroelastic effects 1n the control system and the actual departure 
of blade mot1on from the slmple motion tYP1cal of most of the level-flight 
cases. 
The pitch-llnk load data of flgures 17 and 18 show some consistent pat-
terns. The most pronounced feature 1n the traces 1n figure 17 1S a large 
negat1ve "sp1ke" (ind1cating a leadlng-edge down blade moment) 1n the trace 
near a rotor azimuth of 1800 • F1gure 18 helps to show how the magmtude of 
that "sp1ke" cons1stently increases with 1ncreases 1n tip-speed rat10. The 
smaller pos1tive "spikes" 1n the f1rst and fourth quadrants of the rotor disk 
should be explainable on the bas1s of blade-wake 1nteract1ons (ref. 3 and 4). 
Maneuvering Fl1ght 
Test cond1t1ons other than steady, level fl1ght were selected on the 
bas1s of the 1nfonnat1on they Y1elded and the ease of ach1ev1ng consistent 
sets of well-controlled data p01nts. Convent1onal cl1mbs, descents, 
descend1ng turns, and symmetrical pull-ups were found to yield good data. 
Level turns usually were too d1ff1cult to control due to rotor 1nteract1on 
w1th the old wake; other maneuvers cited 1n references 9 and 10 were either 
too eas1ly 1nfluenced by p1lot technique or too likely to produce rotor 
overspeed problems. 
Representative fl1ght data for a descend1ng turn are presented in f1gures 
19, 20 and 21. Test-po1nt t1me, glVen as t = 3.1 seconds for f1gure 19, was 
determ1 ned on the bas1 s of stead1 ness of angul ar rates, dynam1 c pressure and 
mean values of normal accelerat1on. Although the turn 1S nom1nally a steady 
maneuver, parameters such as fuselage p1tch, rotor speed and dynam1c pressure 
were observed to change Sllghtly dur1ng the test-po1nt per1od. Rotor data for 
a much br1efer segment of the same data run are presented 1n f1gure 20. That 
data shows that p1tch-link load and blade mot1on do appear to be highly 
perlodlc durlng the record interval. A typ1cal decl1ne In power requ1red (for 
the same 1nterval as f1gure 20) 1S seen 1n flgure 21. 
Representat1ve data for a symmetr1cal pull-up are given in f1gures 22, 23 
and 24. The test p01nt was usually choosen close to the t1me at wtllch fuse-
lage p1tch attltude was the same as for level fllght at that alrspeed. The 
test p01nt was used lf roll and yaw rates were low, controls rema1ned nearly 
flxed and both rotor speed and dynamic pressure d1d not vary too rap1dly. 
(Rotor speed was del1berately kept low when entering the maneuver to compen-
sate for the 1ncrease antic1pated dur1ng the maneuver execution). Rotor data 
1n f1gure 23 1S not per1odic, and the variations 1n these parameters are tYP1-
cal. In f1gure 24, the mast torque data for the same set of revolut1ons as 
f1gure 23 show a steady decrease 1n power required as sigmf1cant changes 
occur 1 n the energy state of both the rotor and the fuselage (ref. 10). The 
slow tors1onal osclllations observed in f1gure 15 are clearly observeable 1n 
the last part of the pull-up record. 
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Some bas1c trends were observed 1n the maneuver data, part1cularly for 
the turns. TYP1cal records of p1tch-l1nk load for left and right descend1ng 
turns are presented 1n f1gures 25 and 26. The ampl1tude of the osc1llatory 
load 1S seen to 1ncrease w1th t1p-speed rat10 at nearly constant values of 
veh1cle load coeff1c1ent. That 1ncrease 1S primar1ly due to the growth of the 
negatlVe "sp1ke" near 1800 aZ1muth. The trends for oscillatory loads pre-
sented 1 n f1 gure 27 were obta1 ned with data for over twenty left and t\-Jenty 
nght turns. The most notable result 1 s that there is no st rong effect of 
rotor load (and vehlcle load coefflclent) at tlp-speed ratios below about 
0.20. Pull-up data showed the same trend but wlth much more scatter in the 
baslc data. The need to have easlly lnterpreted data leads to the use of 
manuever tlp-speed rat10s of 0.25 or greater. 
Three factors lead to the adoptlOn of a tlp-speed rat10 of 0.25 for 
manellvenng fllght "nth the expenmental blades. Flrst, obtalning an ade-
quately 1 arge set of data POl nts at more than one val ue of tl p-speed rat 10 
VlOuld requlre a much larger fllght program. <)econd, reference level-fllght 
test condltlons are more easlly controlled at or helow 0.25; thlrd, rotor 
loads for maneuvers appear to fo 11 ow more eas lly 1 nterpreted trends at or 
above that tlp-speed ratlO. 
CONCLUDING REMARK) 
Data were obtalned for a productlon conflguratlOn AH-1G hellcopter in 
level and maneuvenng fllght. These data are presented as a reference level 
for studles of the same vehlcle flown wlth new, experlmental maln-rotor blade. 
80th the complexlty of tnmmlnq the vehlcle and vanous tranSlent phenomena 
affect the data. The most easlly observed effect lS scatter ln the data for a 
glven test condltlon. Results lndlcate that reasonable procedures for fllght 
tests vnth the new blades lnclude the followlnq: progresslng 1n an orderly 
but rapld manner through the set of test-polnt condltlons for level fl ight, 
and conductlng maneuvers wlth a target value of about 0.25 for tlp-speed 
ratlO. TYPlcal sets of data \'1ere rresented for these procedures. 
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APPENDIX A - INSTRUMENTATION 
Aerodynam1c Fl1ght-State Data 
Stat 1 C and dynam1 c pressures were sensed Wl th probes mounted on the nose 
boom (f1g. 6(a)) and tranducers mounted 1n the a1rcraft nose compartment. The 
stat1c pressure probe was aligned 1nto the local wind by an annular-vane and 
sW1val-mount assembly. Even for hover, the probe was shown to prov1de good 
read1ngs. Rotor-1nduced mot10ns were damped by a rubber sleeve f1tted over 
the swivel p01nt. The sh1elded total-pressure probe allowed for flow misa-
llgnment, w1th respect to the probe, of more than 30 degrees (ref. 15). 
Dynam1c pressure was measured by a d1fferent1al pressure transducer as the 
d1fference between total and stat1c pressures. Flow restr1ctors were 
1nstalled 1n the tubes lead1ng from the total and stat1c pressure probes to 
damp rotor-1nduced osc1llat1ons that were strong at low airspeeds; the 
restr1ctors produced a lag t1me-constant of about 0.3 seconds. Dynamic 
pressure was recorded on a regular channel and a h1gh-sens1t1vity channel that 
funct10ned below 1.41 kPa; sim1larly, stat1c pressures above 82.5 kPa were 
also recorded on a h1gh sens1t1v1ty channel. 
Angle of attack and sldesl1p angle were sensed w1th vanes mounted on the 
nose boom (f1g. 6(a)). The charactenst1cs of these vanes are glVen 1n 
reference 16. The data traces for these vanes show an osc1llat10n at the 
blade - passage frequency of about one degree peak-to- peak ampl itude. Thi s 
osc1llat1on is attr1butable to boom mot1on at the same frequency. 
Temperature wa s measured by probes mounted on the port Sl de of the 
a1rcraft. The PADS-PCM data for total temperature were obta1ned with the 
larger, sh1elded probe 1n f1gure 6(b). The small probe prov1ded measurements 
for a COCkP1t 1nstrument used to gU1de adJustments 1n test-po1nt cond1t1ons. 
Exploratory flight tests ind1cated that sensor measurements were unaffected by 
sldesl1p angles of up to at least 15 degrees. 
Inert1al Fl1ght-State Data 
Fuselage-mounted sensors prov1ded data on the 1nert1al fl1ght state. 
Three 1ndependent linear accelerometers were mounted in a common f1xture 
located on the deck behind the p1lots seat. A comb1nation roll-and-p1tch 
att1 tude gyroscope and three 1ndependent angul ar-rate gyroscopes \'/ere mounted 
1n the ammumt1on-bay 1nstrumentat10n rack. The head1ng gyroscope 1n the 
p1lot's 1nstrument panel was used to measure yaw. 
Control-Pos1t1on Data (PADS) 
Stn ng-type potent1ometers were used to measure control POS1 t1 ons. The 
potent1ometer I str1ngs" were attached to follow1ng: the upper end of the 
hydraul1c cylinders at the ma1n-rotor swash-plate assembly; the support tube 
for the hOrllontal f1n; the cha1n llnkage that commands tall-rotor collective 
at the rear gear box; and the f1 rst 11 nkage drl ven by the p1l ot' s pedal s. 
Pedal-pos1t1on data were cal1brated 1n umts of blade p1tch. Measurements of 
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collectlVe pltch of the tall rotor lnclude the effects of control-system slop 
and deformatlon as well as commands from the stablllty augmentatlon system. 
Englne/Rotor Data 
The data system al so measured some rotor and englne parameters. Main-
rotor speed was sensed for a normal and a hlgh-sensltlvity channel by a tacho-
meter generator coupl ed to the tachometer shaft on the main transml ssi on. 
(The same slgnal drove the COCkPlt dlsplays of rotor rpm.) Later ln the 
fllght test program, the systems used to dnve cockpit indicators of engine 
torque pressure (a measure of torque) and fuel quantity ~re utll ized to 
measure those parameters for PADS. 
Rotor/Blade Data 
Blade pltch and teeter angles were measured by potentiometers mounted at 
the rotor hub (flg. 8(a)). Teeter angle was sensed by a llnear potentlometer 
that llnked the mast trunlon wlth the lnboard sectlon of the yoke, the 
fleXlble plate to WhlCh both blades were attached. A positive teeter angle 
produced an extenslon in the connectlng road. Blade pltch was sensed by a 
strl ng-type potentlonmeter mounted on the outboard end of the yoke for the 
reference blade; a Wlre connected the sprlng-loaded potentiometer to the 
lnboard end of the blade gnp. Increasing blade angle caused the wire to 
retract. Slnce teeter angles were small, blade pltch angles ~re equivalent 
to angl es referenced to a shaft aXl s system. Both angl es ~re measured Wl th 
sensor accuracy of about 0.10. (f\lo coupling, klnematic or otherwlse, was 
found between teeter and pitch.). 
Blade aZlmuth was measured by a shaft encoder. ThlS devlce connected the 
top of the mast to the top of a nonrotatlng standpipe that held leads from the 
canlster sllprlng assembly. The 16 step (22.50 increment) signal was recorded 
by both PCM and FM systems. 
Pl tch-ll nk load and mast torque ~re measured Wl th stral n-gauge bridges 
(flg.8(b)). The pltch-llnk bndge was attached to the thin-walled mldpoint 
of the 11 nk and was carefully temperature compensated. An accuracy of .±36N 
was determlned dUrlng callbratlon. The mast bridge was located close to the 
trunlon to mlnlmlze bending effects. Mast torque callbrations in a combined-
loads test machlne (flg. 28) showed negllgible cross-talk on torslon due to 
thrust and lndlcated an accuracy of about +110 N-m. A mast thrust channel was 
lnstalled, callbrated and operated dunng flight test; however, cross-talk 
rendered that channel unuseable. 
Prefllght Callbratlons 
Prefllght callbratlons consisted of four slgnals recorded on the fllght 
tape. Each channel for a straln-gauge bndge received an lnitial measurement 
of amblent condltlons, a two-step brldge-shunt calibration producing a known 
voltage change, and, last, another amblent record. All other channels, the 
maJ on ty of the PADS-PCM, recelVed an ambi ent measurement foll owed by three 
voltage levels lmpressed on the slgnal-condltloning system. These processes 
essentlally callbrated the slgnal-condltionlng system but not the sensors. 
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APPENDIX B - PADS-PCM DATA REDUCTION 
The 1n1t1al step 1n PADS-PCM data reduct10n 1S the treatment of uncor-
rected eng1neenng-umts records ed1ted from flight tapes. The sample rate 
was suff1c1ently h1gh to show the effects of rotor-1nduced vibrations, and the 
d1g1tal prec1s10n produced not1ceable step changes for some channels. 
Therefore, before correct10ns were appl1ed, the data for each channel ~re 
smoothed to Y1eld results descnptlVe of low-frequency a1rcraft motions, not 
local vibrat10ns or the effects of d1g1t1zat10n. 
The fl1ght-state data ~re calculated 1n several steps. First, dynamic 
and stat1c pressure ~re corrected from measured to true values with a1rspeed-
cal1bratlOn data shown 1n f1gure 29. A1rspeed, alt1tude, static temperature, 
the speed of sound, and other parameters ~re then calculated Wlth the 
compress1ble-flow equations of reference 17. Next, the nose-boom flow-vane 
data were resolved to body axes; both these results and airspeed were 
corrected for the effect of angular rates about the veh1cle center of gravity. 
L1near accelerat10n values were also corrected for the effects a1rcraft angu-
lar rates and accelerometer 10cat10n; angular accelerations were calculated by 
d 1 fferent 1 at1 ng smoothed records of angul ar rate. Rate-of-cl imb data were 
determ1ned using data for attitude and c.g. veloc1ty. 
Reduced data on ma1n-rotor control pos1t10n are expressed 1n terms of 
commanded bl ade angl e. Measurements from several actuators were used in 
equat10ns that account for lineanzed k1nemat1c coupl1ng between cyclic and 
collectlVe 1nputs. A small amount of nonlinear coupling between the two 
cyc 11 c systems wa s observed but not accounted for. Other sources of error 
1nclude mechamcal slop and aeroelastic deformat10n. 
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APPENDIX C - TEST-POINT DATA LISTINGS 
Th1S append1x conta1ns sets of reduced, corrected data for each of a 
senes of test p01nts. All of the data were obtained with the PADS-PCM 
system. The llst1ng format 1S d1v1ded 1nto segments for test-po1nt iden-
t1f1cat1on and values of conf1gurat10n variables, fl1ght state, control posi-
·~lons and some rotor parameters. Each test p01nt is ident1f1ed by flight 
number, run number and t1me. 
The only conf1 gurati on parameters 11 sted are ai rcraft total we1 ght and 
center of grav1ty. Both of these were calculated from the results of we1ght-
and-balance procedures for the empty a1rcraft and the calculated effects of 
measured p1lot, observer and fuel we1ght. The veh1cle center of grav1ty is 
desc rl bed W1 th the reference systerl used by the alrcraft manufacturer. The 
reference p01nt 1S the 1ntersect10n of the ma1n-rotor mast center-l1ne and hub 
flapP1ng aX1S; 1t has reference body-axis coord1nates glven below: 
long1tud1nal (X axis, stat10n llne) •••••••••••••••••• 5.08 m (200. in) 
lateral (Y axis, buttline) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.0 (0.0 1n) 
vert1cal (-Z aX1S, waterl1ne) •••••••••••••••••••••••• 3.88 m (152.8 in) 
Aerodynam1c and 1nert1al fl1ght-state data conta1ns values for 33 
1 nterre 1 ated pa rameters. True a1 rspeed and ~1ach number desc ri be those values 
for the veh1cle center of grav1ty. Rate of cl1mb is 1ncluded even though 
total accuracy 1S relat1vely poor. The aX1S system of f1gure 1 is use for the 
1nert1al data. 
Control-angle data 1S calculated uS1ng cal1brat1ons taken during stat1c 
condlt1ons. The d1fference between measured pedal-pos1tion commands and tail-
rotor angles includes the cumulatlVe effects of mechamcal d1stort1on and the 
SCAS system. Values of ma1n-rotor blade p1tch are affected to some degree by 
aeroelast1c d1stort1ons too. 
The set of rotor parameters 1ncludes data relevent to rotor-a1rfoil stu-
ell es and general data reduct 1 on. The hover ti p Mach number 1 s the t1 p value 
contnbuted by blade rotat10nal speed. Control-ax1s angle of attack 1S slmply 
the sum of calculated rotor Blf and body (fuselage) angle of attack, Slnce the 
shaft 1ncllnat10n lS a nom1nal 0.0 degrees and the small amount of allowable 
transm1SS1on mot1on is not cons1dered. Both the ratio of Reynolds number to 
Mach number and llsted range of Mach number help to def1ne the blade-section 
ooerat1ng envelope. Thrust factor lS slmply the nond1mens1onallZing quant1ty 
pTtR2\S1R)2 1n the donom1nator of some rotor parameters, such as veh1cle load 




NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 1 




5.04 M - 198.4 IN 
-.00 • -.0 
1.81 • 71.3 TIME 68021.70 (SEC) Z-
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PHS. .42 KPA 
-
8.8 PO; F 
STATIC P~ES- 95.0 KPA 
-
1983. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 51.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 271.8 DEG K - 489.2 DFG R 
AIC MACH NO- .079 STATIC TEMP· 271.5 DEG K - 488.6 DEG R 
BODY ALPYA- 1.2 DEG DENSITY- 1.Z2 KG/H3 - .00237 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.1 DE G DENSITY ALT- 52. M 
-
171. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.8 MISEC - 1085. FPC; 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-82. M/MIN • -269. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG UTES 
(11/S I (FPS) (G) P1/S I (F PS) eGI e DEG) (RAD/SEC) 
X 26.23 86.1 .005 26.19 85.9 .016 ROLL -.4 .011 
Y .50 1.6 .013 .52 1.7 .035 PITCH -1.8 .021 
Z .53 1.7 -.988 .53 1.8 -.9B8 YAW 338.0 .011 
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COLL- 7.2 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.5 DEG 
1.1- -1.1 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.8 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .114 SHAFT ALPHA- 1.Z DEG PER C~NT RPM- 100.7 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -Z.O DEG RN'~ACH- .163E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .77 DELTA PSI- -1.1 DEG CLP- .00387 
TIP MIN-MACH- .61 
.9R MAX-MACH- .70 
















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 35375. N LOADED CG x- 5.04 M - 1q~.5 IN 
RUN NO. 2 7953. La y. -.00 -.0 
TIME 68121.20 (SEC) Z· 1.~1 71.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .53 KPA 
-
11.1 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 94.8 KPA 1 q 8 O. pc; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 57.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 271.7 DEG K - 489.0 DEG R 
AIC MACH ~O. .089 STATIC TEMP- 271.2 DEG K - 488.2 D~ G R 
BOOY ALPHA- 2.1 DEG DE"'SITY- 1.22 KG/H3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA - -.7 DEG DENSITY ALT· 60. M 198. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.7 M/SEC - 1085. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -113. M/MIN - -371. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB UN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RAT!:S AI-lG ACC 
(I': IS) (FPS) (G) (M /S ) (F PS ) (G) (DFGI (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC21 
X 29.50 96.8 -.005 29.49 96.7 -.007 ROLL -.0 .000 -.022 
Y -.37 -1.~ .018 -.37 -1.2 .013 PITCH -1.5 .006 .008 
Z 1.10 3.6 -.985 1.10 3.6 -.985 YAW 311.8 -.002 -.029 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 6.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.5 OEG 
AI- -1.2 OEG T.R. COLLa 1.6 DEG 
B1- 2.9 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.1 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .129 SHAFT ALPHA- 2.1 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.7 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -.8 DEG RNIMACH- .163E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .18 DELTA PSI- .1 DEG ClP- .00386 
TIP MIN-MACH- .60 
.9R MAX-MACH- .11 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS ?CM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 35308. N LOADED CG x- 5.04 M - 198.~ IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 3 1938. LB 
TIME ~821q.70 (SEC) Z· 1.B1 71.3 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .b8 KPA 
-
14.3 PS F 
STATIC PRES. 94.7 KPA 
-
1918. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- b5.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 271.1 DEG K - 489.1 DEG R 
AIC MAC"! NO. .102 STATIC TEMP· 271.2 DEG K - 488.1 DtG R 
BODY ALPHA· 2.5 DEG DENSITY· 1.22 KG/M3 - .0023b SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA· 1.1 DEG DEt-iSITY AL T- 68. M 224. FT 
SONIC SPEED· 330.7 M/SEC - 1085. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -lb1. M/MIN - -549. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG IU TES 
( MIS) (FPSI (G) (MIS) (F PS) (G) (DEGI (RAO/SFC) 
X 33.50 109.9 -.006 33.51 109.9 -.001 ROLL .4 -.OOQ 
Y .b4 2.1 .00b .b2 2.0 .011 PITCH -2.3 -.005 
Z 1.45 4.8 -1.000 1.45 4.8 -1.000 YAW 298.1 -.001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL· b.b DEG HoRIZ FIN. b.7 DEG 
AI- -.6 DEG T.R. COLLa 1.4 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .14b SHAFT ALPHA- 2.5 DE:G PER CENT RPM- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH. • b9 CONTROL ALPHA- -1.0 DEG RN/M4CH •• lb3E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .60 DELTA PSI- -1.1 DEG CLP- .00390 
TIP MIN-MACH- .59 
.9R MAX-MACH- .13 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PC/'! DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 35286. N LOADED CG x- 5.04 M - 198.5 IN 
RUN NO. 4 7933. LB Y- -.00 - -.0 
TIME 68271.20 (SEC) Z- 1.81 71.3 
fERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .86 KPA 
-
18.0 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 9',.9 KPA 1 q 83. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED. 73.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 272.2 OEG K - 490.0 DtG Q 
AlC I'IACH NO- .114 STATIC TEMP· 271.5 DEG K - 488.7 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- .7 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00237 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- .7 OEG DENSITY ALT- 56. M 185. FT 
SONIC SPEED· 330.9 MISEC - 1086. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB. 
-78. M/MIN - -256. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS A"IG pas ANG IU TES ANG ACC 
(M IS I (FPSI (Gl (M IS) (F PS) ( G) (DEG) (RAD/SFC) (RAD/SEC21 
X 'H.54 123.2 -.011 37.52 123.1 -.010 ROLL .3 -.004 -.018 
Y .49 1.6 .010 .48 1.6 .007 PITCH -1.3 .012 -.007 
Z .46 1.5 -1.014 .46 1.5 -1.014 YAW 279.4 -.007 -.037 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLLa 7.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.9 DEG 
AI- -.8 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.7 DEG 
B1- 4.1 OEG PEDAL POS· ).2 OCG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS AOVANCE RATIO· .164 SHAFT ALPHA- .7 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.8 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.4 DEG RN/MACH- .162E+Oa 
TIP MAX-MACH- .81 DELTA PSI- -.7 OEG CLP- .00395 
TIP MIN-MACH- .58 
.9R MAX-MACH- .74 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. '5 





5.04 M - 19R.6 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
TIME 68322.00 (SEC) 1.81 71.3 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.12 KPA 
-
23.4 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 95.0 KPA 
-
1983. PO; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 83.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 272.6 DEG K 
-
490.7 DEG R 
AIC HACI-t NO- .130 STATIC TEMP- 271.7 DEG K - 489.0 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- .0 DEG DENS I TY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUr./FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.8 DEG DENSITY AL T- 62. M 203. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.0 M/SEC - 1086. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -61. M/MIN - -199. FP'" 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS Af'o.G POS ANG RATES 
(H IS) ( F PS ) (G I (M IS I (F PS I (G) (DFGI (RAQ/HC) 
X 42.84 140.5 -.016 42.83 140.5 -.017 ROLL 3.Q -.005 
Y 1.32 4.3 .003 1.31 4.3 .C05 PITCH -1.2 .003 
Z .02 .1 -1.004 .02 .1 -1.004 YAW 298.3 .013 
CONTROL ANGLES M. R. COLL- 7.2 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.3 DE G 
AI- -.3 DEG T.R. CaLL- 1.8 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .187 SHAFT ALPHA- .0 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.9 DEG RN/MACH- .162E+08 
TIP MAX-~ACH- .82 DELTA PSI- -1.7 DEG CLP- .00390 
TIP MIN-MACH- .57 
.9R MAX-HACH- .75 
.9R HIN-HACH- .50 THRUST FACTOR- .908E+07 N 
-
.204E+07 LB 
P - 2 
  
-










NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DAtA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 35219. N LOADED CG X· 5.04 M - 19~.6 IN 
RUN NO. 6 7918. LB y- -.00 -.0 
TI~E 68378.60 (SEC) 7- 1.B1 71.4 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.32 KPA 
-
27.5 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 94.9 KPA 1982. P'> F 
T. AIRSPEED- 90.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 272.6 DEG K a 490.7 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .140 STATIC TEMP- 271.5 DEG K - 4AB.B OFG R 
BODY ALPI·iA- -1.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.4 DEG DENSITY ALT- 62. M 204. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.9 MISEC - 1086. FPS 
RA IE OF CLIMB-
-63. M/MIN - -205. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS A'lG lUTES A'lG ACC 
(MIS) (FPS) (G) C M IS ) C F PS ) (G) (OiOG) CRAO/)tC) CRAD/SEC21 
X 46.43 152.3 -.025 46.40 152.2 -.022 ROLL .7 -.004 .047 
Y 1.13 3.7 .005 1.12 3.7 .015 PITCH -2.4 .012 -.012 
Z -.90 -3.0 -1.000 -.90 -3.0 -1.000 YAW 320.7 .014 -.022 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 7.7 DEG "ORIZ FIN- 7.6 OEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.1 DEG 
B1- 5.5 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.5 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .203 SHAFT ALPHA- -1.1 DEG PER CENT RPM_ 100.6 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -6.6 OEG RN/'1At:H- .162E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .83 DEL TA PS I- -1.4 DEG CLP- .00390 
TIP MIN-MACHa .55 
.9R MAX-MACH- .76 























NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS POI DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 7 





5.04 ~ - lQA.6 IN 
-.00 -.0 
TIME 68428.00 ISEC) 1.81 - 71.4 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.60 KPA 
-
33.5 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 94.9 KPA 
-
1983. PH 
T. AIRSPEED- 99.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 272.9 DEG K - 491.2 DEG R 
AIC MACH ~O- .155 STATIC TEMP- 271.6 DEG K - 488.8 DEG P 
BODY AlPHA- -.6 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.Z DEG DENSITY ALT- 60. M 198. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.9 MISEC - 1080. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -55. I'I/MIN - -182. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
1M IS I IF PS ) I G) (H /S ) I FPS) IG) IDEG) IRAn/SEC) 
x 51.19 167.9 -.031 51.17 167.9 -.035 ROLL .7 -.003 
Y 1.07 3.5 .003 1.07 3.5 -.001 PITCH -1.6 .007 
Z -.54 -1.8 -1.010 -.54 -1.8 -1.009 YAW 326.7 -.002 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 7.8 DEG I-IORIZ FIN- B.1 DEG 
A1- -.1 DEG T.R. CaLL- 2.3 OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS AOVANCE RATIO- .223 SHAFT ALPHA- -.6 DEG P~R CENT RPM- 10C.6 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.0 DEG RN/MACH- .162E+06 
TT P MAX-MACH- .85 DELTA PSI- -1.2 DEG ClP- .00393 
TIP MIN-MACH- .54 
.9R MAX-MACH- .78 
















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 8 
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 35148. N 
7902. LB 
LOADED CG X· 
y. 
5.05 ~ - 198.6 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.81 • 71.4 TIME 68475.70 (SEC) z-
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.94 KPA • 40.6 PS F 
STATIC PRES· 94.9 KPA 
-
1982. PH: 
T. AIRSPEED- 109.5 KT TOTAL TEMP· 273.1 DEG K - 491.7 DEG R 
AIC MACfi NO- .170 STATIC TEMP- 271.6 DEG K - 488.8 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -.9 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/H3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT- 63. M 207. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.9 M/SEC - 1086. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -108. M/MIN - -353. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
(MIS) (F PS ) (G) (MIS) (F PS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/')EC I 
X 56.33 184.8 -.040 56.32 184.8 -.036 ROLL .9 -.004 
Y 1.14 3.7 -.000 1.13 3.7 .005 PITCH -2.7 .006 
Z -.9J -3.0 -1.007 -.91 -3.0 -1.007 YAW 329.4 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 8.2 DEC HORIZ FIN- 8.6 DEG 
AI- -.0 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .246 SHAFT ALPHA- -.9 DEG PER CENT RPM- tOO.7 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -8.1 OEG RN/MACH- .162E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH· .86 DELTA PSI- -1.1 DEG CLP. .00391 
TIP MIN-MACH· .52 
.9R MAX-MACH- .79 












NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 9 





5.05 ~ - 19~.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.81 • 71.4 TIME 68534.60 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE OYNAMIC PRES- 2.27 KPA 
-
47.4 P5 F 
STATIC PRES- 94.9 KPA 
-
1'18:; • P<; F 
T. AIRSPEEO- 118.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 273.6 DEG K - 49;:>.4 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .184 STATIC TEMP- 271.7 DEG K - 489.1 OFG p 
BODY ALPHA- -2.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 65. M 214. FT 
SONIC SPEEO- 331.0 M/SEC - 1086. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -86. MIMIN - -282. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEl CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PO~ ANt; RATES 
(llIS) (FPS) (G) (M IS ) (F PS) ( G) (DEG) (IUD/He) 
X 60.79 199.5 -.051 60.79 199.4 -.053 ROLL .3 -.02:> 
Y 1.38 4.5 .002 1.34 4.4 -.012 PITCH -3.6 .003 
Z -2.43 -8.0 -.995 -2.43 -8.0 -.995 YAW 329.0 -.003 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 8.9 OEG HORIZ FIN- 9.0 DEG 
A1- -.0 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.0 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .266 SHAFT ALPHA- -2.3 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.5 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -10.1 DEG RN/~ACH- .162E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .88 DELTA PSI- -1.3 DEG CLP- .00389 
TIP MIN-MACH- .51 
.9R MAX-MACH- .81 

















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FL IGHT NO. 011 
RuN NO. 10 





5.05 M - 198.7 IN 
-.00 -.0 
TIME 68616.00 (SEC) 1.81 71.4 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.69 KPA 
-
5601 PS F 
STATIC PRES - '15.0 KPA 
-
I q 84. P<i F 
T. AIRSPEED- 128.6 KT TClTAL TEMP. 273.8 DEG K .. 492.8 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .200 STATIC TEMP- 271.6 DEG K - 488.9 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA- -2.'1 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/M3- .00237 SLIJGIFT3 
BODY BETA" 1.5 DEG DENSITy ALT- 55. M 180. FT 
seN IC SPEED- 330.9 MISEC - 1086. FPC; 
RATe OF CLIM8- -72. M/MIN - -238. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(M/SI ( F PS I (G I (M IS I (F PS I (G I (DEG) (RAD/SE!" ) 
X 66.04 216.7 -.063 66.02 216.6 -.053 ROLL -.4 -.002 
Y 1.77 5.8 -.002 1.71 5.B -.001 PITCH -4.0 .00'1 
Z -3.40 -11.2 -.'186 -3.40 -11.2 -.'186 YAW 3?Q.0 .006 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- '1.6 DEG HO~~Z FIN- 0.1 DEG 
AI- .0 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.3 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .288 SriAFT ALPHA- -2.'1 DEG PER CENT RPM_ 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -11.1 DEG R~/MACH- .162E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .8'1 DELTA PSI- -1.5 OEG CLP- .00380 
TIP MIN-MACH- .49 
.9R MAX-MACH- .83 













.   







NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL ',IT - 34986. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 ~ - 198.6 TN 
RUN NO. 11 7866. La yM -.00 -.0 
TIME 68679.00 (SEC) Z- 1.81 71.4 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.03 KPA 
-
63.2 PC; F 
STATIC PRf:S- 95.0 KPA 
-
1985. P~ F 
T. AIRSPEED- 136.4 KT TOTAL TEM?- 274.0 DEG K 
-
493.;> DEG R 
AIC MACH "i0- .212 STATIC TEMP- 271.6 DEG K - 488.8 OF G R 
BOI)Y ALPHA- -3.9 DEG DENSITY- 1.22 KG/H3 - .00237 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- .9 DEG DENSITY AlT- 49. M 161. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 330.9 M/SEC 
-
1086. FPS 
RA TE OF CLIMB- -32. MIMIN - -106. FPI" 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN hCC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC 
(M IS) (FPS) ( G) (M IS ) (F PS I (G) (DEG) (RAD/')FC) (RADI$[C2) 
x 69.99 229.6 -.077 69.96 229.5 -.078 ROLL .7 .00'3 • .Jlu 
Y 1.07 3.5 .004 1.08 3.5 .012 PITCH -4.3 .017 .00b 
Z -4.72 -15.5 -.991 -4.72 -15.5 -.991 YAW 332.7 .006 .044 
CO~TROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 10.2 DEC HORIZ FIN- 10.1 orG 
AI- .0 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.6 OEG 
Bl- 9.3 DEG PEDAL POS- 3.3 DEG 
ROTOR PARAMETERS AOVANCE R,\TIO- .306 SHAFT ALPHA- -3.9 DEG PER CE~T RP~- 100.8 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -13.2 DEG RN/MACHa .162E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .91 DELTA PSI- -.9 DEG CLP •• 00383 
TIP MIN-MACH- .48 
.9R MAX-MACH- .84 
.9R MIN-MACH- .41 THRUST FACTOR- .905E+07 N • .Z04E+07 LB 
UI   
  - D   











NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 12 
AIRCRAFT TOTAL ~T - 34903. N 
7847. LB 
LOADED CG X· 
y. 
5.05 M • 1QS.A IN 
-.00 -.0 
TIME 68794.60 ISECI z- 1.81 71 ... 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC P:<ES· 3.47 KPA .. 72.4 PS F 
SHTIC PRES· 95.0 KPA • 1Q34. PC; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 145.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 274.5 DEG K - 494.1 DEG II 
AIC MACH NO· .227 STATIC TEMP· 271.7 DEG K • 489.1 DI'G R 
BODY ALPHA· -4.6 DEG DENS ITY. 1.22 KG/M3 • .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA - 1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT- 59. M 194. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 331.0 M/SEC • 1086. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB. -171. M/MIN • -560. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HU~ LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
I MIS I I FPS I IGI (M IS ) C F PS) (G) IDEG) (RAD/SEC I 
x 74.8:> 245.4 -.091 7 ... 79 245.4 -.086 ROLL 1.7 .00f:> 
Y 1.5', 5.0 -.010 1.55 5.1 -.009 PITCH -6.7 .006 
Z -6.01 -19.7 -1.015 -6.01 -19.7 -1.015 YAW 152.7 -.001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL. 11.3 DEG I- OR I Z FIN· 10.9 DEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. CaLL- 4.3 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .327 SHAFT ALPHA. -4.6 OEG PER CENT RPM. 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA· -14.8 DEG RN ".UCH- .162E+oa 
TIP MAX-MACH- .92 DELTA PSI· -1.2 DEG CLP- .00389 
TIP MIN-MACH • • 47 
.9R HAX-MACH- .85 



















· l . 
- CH· .4




NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 13 





5.05 M - 198.9 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.81 - 71.4 TIME 66636.50 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESa 3.80 KPA 79.3 P~ F 
STATIC PRES- 95.0 KPA 
-
1985. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 152.5 KT TOTAL TeMP- 274.9 DEG K - 494.8 DFG R 
A/C MACfi NO- .237 STATIC TEMP- 271.8 DEG K - 469.3 DEG R 
eDDY ALP-H- -6.0 DEG DENS lTY- 1.22 KG/M3 - .00236 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- .3 DEG DENSITY ALT- 58. M 
-
189. FT 
SO~IC SPEEDa 331.1 M/SEC • 1066. FP'; 
RATE OF CLIMB- -42. M/MIN - -139. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUe LIN ACC AXIS ANG PClS ANG RATES 
nilS) (F PS) (G) PUS) (F PS ) (G) (DEG) (Rt.D/seC") 
x 78.05 256.1 -.104 78.02 256.0 - .107 ROLL 3.7 .025 
Y .40 1.3 .015 .45 1.5 .027 PITCH -6.5 .015 
Z -8.19 -26.9 -.999 -B.18 -26.9 -.999 YAW 161.4 .004 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 12.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 11.2 DEG 
AI- -.8 DEG T.R. CaLL- 4.5 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .342 SHAFT ALPHA- -6.0 OFG PER CFNT RP~. 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -16.5 DEG RN/MACH- .162E+OB 
TI P MAX-MACH- .93 DELTA PSI- -.3 DEG CLP •• 00383 
TIP MIN-MACH- .46 
.9R MAX-MACH- .B6 










 t..zc I  <;
 N   
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NASA lANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL ~T - 34741. N lOADED CG x- ,.05 ~ - 19B.9 IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 14 7811. LB 
TIME 69033.80 (SEC) z· 1.81 71.4 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .41 KPA 
-
B.6 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 98.5 KPA 
-
2057. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 49.9 KT TOTAL TEMP· 274.3 DEG K • 493.8 DEG II 
AIC MAC~ NO- .077 STATIC TEMP- 274.0 DEG K • 493.2 DI=G R 
BODY ALPHA- -.0 DEG DENSITY· 1.25 KG/M] - .00243 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA· 7.4 DEG DENSITY ALTa -229. M -752. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.4 M/SEC - 1091. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB" -46. M/MIN - -152. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC A X I S ANG POS ANG RATES 
(MIS) ( F PS ) ( G) (M / S I (F PS ) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SFC) 
X 25.45 B3.5 .010 25.44 83.5 .011 ROll 1.4 .004 
Y 3.27 10.7 -.005 3.28 10.8 -.006 PITCH -1.6 .006 
Z -.01 -.0 -.997 -.01 -.0 -.997 YAW 156.3 .004 
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COll- 7.1 DEG dORIZ FIN- 6.6 DEG 
Al- -1.1 DEG T.R. COLLa 3.4 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .112 SHAFT ALPHA- -.0 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH· .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.3 DEG RN/MACH- .161E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .77 DEL TA PSI- -7.3 DEG Cl p •• 00371 
TIP MIN-MACH- .61 
.9R MAX-MACH- .70 








-/ I  
-
 N   





NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT "10. 011 
RUN NO. 15 





5.05 M - 10 8.Q TN 
-.00 • -.0 
TIME 69103.50 (SEC) 1.Al 71.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .57 KPA 
-
11.9 PS F 
STATIC PRE:S- 'ilS.5 KPA 
-
2058. PI; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 58.7 KT TOTAL TEMP- 274.9 DEG K • 494.8 DFG R 
AIC MACH NO- .091 STATIC TEMP- 274.4 DEG K - 49' •• 0 rEG R 
BODY ALPHA- 1.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SLUr,fFT3 
BODY BETA- 9.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- -217. M -712. I=T 
SONIC SPEED- 332.6 M/SEC - 1091. FPC; 
RATE OF CLIMB- -95. MOlIN - -313. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG lUTES 
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (:"lIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (",AD/SFC) 
X 29. B2 97.B .004 29.80 97.8 .000 ROLL .4 -.014 
Y 4.65 15.3 -.012 4.62 15.2 -.014 PITCH -1.5 .011 
Z .80 Z.6 -.9<)9 .80 2.6 -.999 HI~ 151.0 .003 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.5 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.7 DEG 
AI- -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 7.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .132 SHAFT ALPHA- 1.5 DEG PER CENT RP~. 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.0 DEG RN/MhCH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .78 DELTA PSI- -8.8 DEG CLP- .00372 
TIP MIN-MACH- .60 
.9R MAX-MACH- .71 
















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 16 





5.05 M - 1ge.9 IN 
-.00 • -.0 
1.82 71.5 TIME 69179.20 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .68 KP:' 14.3 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 98.7 KPA 
-
2061. PO; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 64.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 274.8 DEG K - 494.7 DEG R 
A/C MACH NO- .099 STATIC TEMP- 274.3 DEG K - 4<n.7 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA- -.B DEG DENS ITY- 1.25 KG/M3 •• 00243 SLUr,/FT3 
BODY 8ETA- 4.9 DEG DENSITY ALT- -239. M -784. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.6 M/SEC • 1091. FPS 
RA TE OF CLIMB-
-3. M/MIN - -10. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POO; ANG RA TES 
(MIS) (FPS I (G I (M IS ) (F PS ) (G) (DEG) (RAD/He) 
X 32.87 107.8 -.001 32.86 107.8 -.001 ROLL 1.4 -.005 
Y 2.81 9.2 -.007 2.80 9.2 -.004 PITCH -.7 .005 
Z -.44 -1.4 -.992 -.44 -1.4 -.992 YAW 136.5 .014 
CONTROL ANGLES tl.R. COLL- 6.9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.9 DEG 
AI- -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- ~.1 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .144 SHAFT ALPHA- -.8 DFG PER CENT RPM" 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.7 DEG RN/MACH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .79 Del TA PS I- -4.9 DEG CLP •• 00368 
TI P MIN-MACH- .59 
.9R MAX-MACH- .72 
.9R MIN-MACH- .52 THRUST FACTOR- .933E+07 N • .210F+07 LB 
X· • 
l I









 N   
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. Oll 
RUN NO. 17 





5.05 M - 19P.9 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.82 71.5 TIME 69249.40 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .91 KPA 
-
19.0 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 96.6 KPA 
-
2063. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 74.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 275.1 DEG K - 495.2 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .115 STATIC TEMP- 274.4 DEG K - 493.9 DEG R 
BODY ALPtiA- -.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.26 KG/M3 - .00244 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 5.7 DEG DENSITY ALT- -248. M -814. F T 
SONIC SPEED- 332.6 M/SEC - 1091. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -92. M/MIN - -302. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS A"IG RATES 
(M IS) (HS) (G) (M IS) (F PS) ( (;) CDEG) C~AO/stC) 
X 37.92 124.4 -.009 37.90 124.3 -.017 ROLL 1.1 -.005 
Y 3.75 12.3 -.023 3.74 12.3 -.029 PITCH -2.5 .008 
z -.21 -.7 -.998 -.21 -.7 -.998 YAW 137.5 -.005 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COlL- 6.8 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.1 DEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.5 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .166 SHAFT AL?HA- -.3 DEG PER CENT RPM. 100.8 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.7 DEG RN/MACH- .160E+06 
TI P MAX-MACH- .60 DELTA PSI- -5.6 DEG CLP- .00371 
TIP MIN-MACH- .56 
.9R MAX-MACH- .74 













NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 18 





5.05 M - lQA.Q IN 
-.00 • -.0 
I.A? 71.5 TIME 69319.75 (SEC) 
AERODYNAHIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.11 KPA 
-
23.2 PC; F 
STATIC PRES- 98.7 KPA 
-
2062. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 81.8 KT TOTAL TEMP. 275.3 DEG K - 495.5 DEG R 
AIC HAC~ NO- .127 STATIC TEMP- 274.4 DEG K - 494.0 DEG R 
BOOY ALP~A- .3 DEG DENSITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.8 DEG DENSITY AlT- -241. M -790. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.6 M/SEC - 1091. FPS 
RA TE Of- CLIMB- -86. M/I'IIN - -282. FPI'I 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB lIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POC; ANG RATES 
(HIS) (F PS ) (G) (11/S I (FPSI (G) (DEG) (RAD/SFC) 
X 42.05 138.0 -.014 42.03 137.9 -.019 ROLL 1.0 -.002 
Y 1.29 4.2 -.003 1.29 4.2 -.007 PITCH -l.b .007 
Z .22 .7 -1.008 .22 .7 -1.008 YAW l39.b .007 
CONTROL A"IGLES M.R. COLL- b.8 DEG rlORlZ FIN- 7.3 OEG 
Al- -.2 OEG T.R. COLL- 2.0 OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .183 SHAFT ALPHA- .3 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .b9 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.5 DEG RN/MACH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .82 DELTA PS I- -1.8 DEG ClP- .00373 
TIP MIN-MACH- .5b 
.9R MAX-MACH- .75 













NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PC"" DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 19 





5.05 ~ - lQ8.9 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.82 71.5 TIME 69376.50 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.34 KPA 
-
28.0 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 98.9 KPA 
-
2065. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 89.8 KT TOTAL TEMP. 275.8 DEG K - 496.4 DEG R 
AIC MACH ~O- .139 STATIC TEMP- 274.7 DEG K - 494.5 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -1.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SlUr,IFT3 
BODY BETA- 1.7 DEG DENSITY ALT- -246. M -B08. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.8 M/SEC - 1092. F PS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -90. MOlIN - -295. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG ?OS ANG RATES 
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) ( G) (DEG) (RAn/SEC) 
x 46.17 151.5 -.024 46.14 151.4 -.023 ROll .7 -.oo~ 
Y 1.41 4.6 -.006 1.39 4.6 -.017 PITCH -3.1 .01~ 
Z -1.01 -3.3 -.98B -1.01 -3.3 -.9B8 YAW 145.4 .013 
CONTROL ANGLES "'.R. CaLL- 7.4 DEG .ORIZ FIN- 7.7 DEG 
AI- -.3 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.3 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .201 SHAFT ALPHA- -1.3 DEG PFR CENT RPM- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -6.8 DEG RN/MACH- .lbOE+08 
TIP MAX-M~CH- .83 DELTA PSI- -1.7 DEG CLP- .00365 
TIP MIN-MACH- .55 
.9R MAX-MACH- .76 

















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AI~CRAFT TOTAL WT • 34483. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 ~ - lQ~.q IN 
y. -.00 - -.0 ~UN NO. 20 7753. LB 
TIME 69446.00 (SEC) Z· 1.82 71.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.62 KPA 33.7 P$ F 
STAT IC PRES- 98.8 KPA 
-
2063. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 98.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 275.9 DEG K - 496.7 OFt; R 
AIC MACH NO- .152 STATIC TEMP- 274.6 DEG K - 494.4 Dt=G R 
BODY ALP,U- -.9 OEG DENS lTV- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 2.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- -234. M -769. FT 
SONIC SPEeD- 332.8 M/SEC - 1092. F' PS 
RATE OF CLIM5- -70. M/MIN - -229. FP~ 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN Vel HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
P1/S) ( F PS ) (G) (M IS I (F PS) (G) (OEG) (RAD/St=C) 
X 50.b5 166.2 -.029 50.64 166.1 -.027 ROll .7 -.008 
Y 1.80 5.9 -.002 1.78 5.6 -.001 PITCH -2.2 .00') 
Z -.79 -2.6 -.996 -.79 -2.6 -.996 YAW 152.7 .017 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 7.5 OEG IORIZ FIN- 6.1 DEG 
Al- .1 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.4 OFG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .221 SHAFT ALPHA- -.9 OFG PER CFNT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.2 DEG RN/~ACH- .160E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .84 DELTA PSI- -2.0 DEG CLP- .00368 
TI P MIN-MACH- .54 
.9R MAX-MACH- .77 























NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. Zl 





5.05 M • 1'18.9 IN 
-.00 • -.0 
TIME 69511.50 (SEC) 1.82 - 11.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.90 KPA 
-
H.7 PSF 
STATIC PReS- 98.7 KPA 
-
2061. PC; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 106.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.1 DEG K - 4'17.0 DEG R 
A/C MACH NO- .165 STATIC TEMP. 274.6 DEG K - 4'14.3 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -1.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SLUG/FT3 
aODY BETA- 1.5 DEG DENSITY ALT- -228. M -74'1. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.8 MISEC - 10'12. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-68. M/MIN • -223. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
(MIS) (F PS ) ( G) (M /S ) (FPS) ( G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) 
X 54.'13 180.2 -.040 54.90 160.1 -.042 ROll 1.1 -.o~o 
Y 1.41 4.6 -.005 1.37 4.5 -.007 PITCH -2.5 .012 
Z -1.25 -4.1 -1.016 -1.25 -4.1 -1.01b YAW IbQ.6 -.OO~ 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 8.0 DEG iWRIZ FIN- B.4 DEG 
AI- .0 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.4 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .240 SHAFT ALPHA- -1.3 DEG PER CFNT RPM_ 100.8 
HOVER TIP ~1A.CH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -8.2 DEG RN/HACH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH· .65 DELTA PSI- -1.4 DEG ClP- .00376 
TIP MIN-M.\CH- .52 
.QR MAX-MACH- .79 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCI1 DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 22 





5.05 ~ • 19S.9 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.82 11.5 TII1E 69564.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.28 KPA • 47.5 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 98.8 KPA 2063. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 116.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.3 DEG K - 497.4 DEG R 
AIC HACH NO- .181 STATIC TEMP- 274.5 DEG K - 494.2 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -2.3 DEG DENS ITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SlUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.9 DEG DENSITY ALT- -239. M 
-
-785. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.7 M/SEC - 1092. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -54. I1/MIN - -177. FPI1 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN Ace AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
OIlS) C F PS } IG) ( 111 S ) IF PS ) C G) (DEG) (RAO/SFC) 
X 60.00 196.B -.054 59.98 196.8 -.055 ROLL .1 -.010 
Y 1.95 6.4 -.006 1.93 b.3 -.002 PITCH -3.1 .007 
Z -2.39 -7.8 -1.015 -2.39 -7.8 -1.015 YAW 179.2 .011 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 8.6 DEC r10RIZ FIN- 11.0 DEG 
AI· .3 OEG T.R. COLL- 2.9 DEC 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .2b2 SHAFT ALPHA- -2.3 DEG PER CENT RPI1- 100.1 
HOVER TIP MACH- .b9 CONTROL ALPHA- -10.0 DEC RN'~ACH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .87 DELTA PSI- -1.8 DEC CLP- .00375 
TIP I1IN-MACH- .51 
.9R MAX-MACH- .80 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCI1 DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 34370. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 M - 1Q~.9 IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. Z3 7727. LB 
TIME 69637.00 (SEC) Z- 1.B2 - 71.5 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.64 KPA 
-
55.1 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 9a.6 KPA 
-
2060. P~F 
T. AIRSPEED- 125.7 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.6 DEG K - 497.9 DEG R 
Ale MACH NO- .195 STATIC TEMP- 274.5 DEG K - 494.2 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -3.a DEG DENSITY- 1.25 ~G/M3 - .00243 SLUGfFT3 
BODY BETA- 1.4 DEG DENSITY ALT- -223. M -731. FT 
SONIC SPEEO- 332.7 M/SEC - 1092. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -78. M/MIN - -255. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN Ace AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(11 IS) (FPS I (G) (MIS I (FPS) (G) (DEG) (QAD/SI=C) 
X 64.5Z 2Il.7 -.067 64.50 211.6 -.074 ROLL 2.4 .028 
Y 1.61 5.3 .003 1.67 5.5 -.015 PITeH -4.9 .014 
Z -4.32 -14.2 -1.015 -4.32 -14.2 -1.015 YAW 34.1 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLLa 9.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9.4 DEG 
AI· -.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.5 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .2B2 SHAFT ALPHA- -3.8 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH •• 69 CONTROL ALPHA- -12.2 DEG RN'MAC~· .160E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .68 DELTA PSI- -1.5 DEG CLP- .00375 
TIP MIN-MACH- .50 
.9R MAX-MACH- .62 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 24 





5.05 M - 1Q8.9 IN 
-.00 -.0 
TIME 69684.50 (SEC) 1.1l2 11.') 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAl':lC PRES- 3.05 KPA 
-
63.8 PS F 
STAT IC PRES- 98.6 KPA 2060. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 135.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 277.1 DEG K - 498.7 DEG R 
AlC MACH NO- .209 STATIC TEMP- 274.6 DEG K - 494.4 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA- -4.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.25 KG/M3 - .00243 SlUG/FT3 
BODY BETh 1.B DEG DENSITY ALT- -222. M -728. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.8 M/SEC - 1092. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -54. M/MIN - -177. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES 
(MIS) IFPS) I G) I MIS) IF PS I IGI IDEGI IR&D/SEC) 
X 69.32 227.4 -.079 69.31 227.4 -.080 ROLL 1.6 -.016 
Y 2.21 7.3 -.015 2.18 7.1 -.003 PITCH -5.1 .006 
Z -5.35 -17.6 -.996 -5.35 -17.6 -.996 YAW 36.3 .000 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 10.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 10.2 DEG 
AI- .2 DEG T.R. CaLL- 3.4 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .303 SHAFT ALPHA- -4.4 nEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -13.8 DEG RN/MACH- .160E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .90 DELTA PSI- -1.8 DEG CLP- .00367 
TIP MIN-MACH- .48 
.9R MAX-MACH- .83 















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL ~T • 34296. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 M - 1QA.Q IN 
y. -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 25 7711. LB 
TIME 69744.60 (SEC) Z· 1.82 71.6 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES. 3.67 KPA 
-
76.7 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 98.7 KPA 
-
2062. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 146.0 KT TOTAL TEMP. 277.1 DEG K • 498.9 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO· .229 STATIC TEMP. 274.3 ~EG K - 493.7 DEG II 
BODY ALPHA- -5.6 OEG DENSITY· 1.25 KG/~3 - .00243 SlU~'FT3 
BODY BETA· 1.9 OEG DENSITY ALT- -246. M -BOB. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 332.5 MISEC - 1091. FP<; 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-60. M/MIN • -196. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC .\ X IS ANG pas ANG RATES 
(MIS) ( F PS ) (Gl (MIS I (F PS I (G I (DEG) (RA3/SEC) 
X 75.71 248.4 -.104 75.69 24B.3 -.107 ROLL -.1 .022 
Y 2.49 B.2 .012 2.53 8.3 .062 PITCH -6.4 .009 
Z -1.45 -24.4 -1.011 -7.45 -24.4 -1.017 YAW 46.8 .0'38 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CalL- 11.3 OEG rlORIZ FIN- 10.7 DEG 
AI- .5 DEG T.R. COLLa 4.2 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS AOVANCE RATIO· .332 SHAFT ALPHA- -5.6 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.6 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA· -15.1 DFG RN/MACH • • 160E+06 
TIP MAX-MACH- .92 DELTA PSI- -1.9 DEG CLP- .00374 
TIP MIN-MACH- .46 
.9R MAX-MACH •• 65 



























NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33974. N LOADED CG X· 5.05 M - 1 0 8.8 IN 
RUN NO. 26 7638. LB y. -.00 -.0 
TIME 10109.60 (SEC) Z· 1.82 • 71.7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .441"PA 9.2 PSF 
STATIC PRES2 100.1 KPA 2091. P5F 
T. AIRSPEED- 51.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.2 DtG K - 497.1 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO· • 079 STAT1C Tt~P- 215.8 DEG K • 496.5 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA2 1.0 DEG DENSITY2 1.21 KG/H3 - .00245 SlIJG/FT3 
BODY ~nA- 9.2 DEG DENSITY ALT- -332. M • -1090. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 M/SEC • 1094. F?S 
RATE OF CLIMB- -29. M It'.lN - -97. FPM 
INEQTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB lIN ACC A XI S ANG POS ANG RATES At-G Ace 
PI/S) (F PS I (G) (M IS) ( F PS ) (G) IDEG) (RAO/SEC) (RAO/SEC2) 
X 26.13 85.7 .008 26.11 85.7 .007 ROLL -.7 .004 .022 
Y 4.19 13.7 -.005 4.20 13 .8 .000 PITCH -.2 .OOQ .002 
Z .46 1.Iii -.999 .46 1.5 -.999 YAW 280.0 .oo~ -.013 
CONTROL A~GLES M.R. COLL- 6.7 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.6 nEG 
AI- -.8 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.2 DEG 
B 1- 3.3 DEG PEDAL POS- 2.8 DE G 
ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .115 SHAFT ALPHA- 1.0 DEG PER CFNT RPM~ 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.3 DEG RN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .77 DELTA PSI- -9.1 DEG ClP- .00360 
TIP MIN-MACH- .61 
.9R MAX-MACH- .70 
.9R MIN-MACH- .54 THRUST FACTOR- .943E+07 N 
-
.217E+07 LB 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCN DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 33874. N LOADED CG X· 5.05 H - 198.8 IN 
y. -.00 • -.0 RUN NO. 27 7616. LB 
TIHE 70316.50 (SEC) z- 1.P2 • 71.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES~ .54 KPA 11.3 P'i F= 
STATIC PRES- 100.4 KPA 
-
2097. PSF 
T. AIRSPEEO- 56.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.~ DEG K - 497.5 DEG Q 
AIC MACH NO- .068 STATIC TEMP- 275.9 DEG K - 496.7 DEG Q 
BOOY ALP ... A- 1.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 5.2 DEC DENSITY AlT- -356. M - -1169. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.6 MISEC - 1094. FP'i 
RATE OF CLIMB- -22. M/MIN - -12. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AxIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(M IS) (FPS) (G) (M IS) (F PS I (GI ( DEC) (RAD/SEC) 
X Z9.0Q 95.5 .004 29.09 95.4 .003 ROLL 2.1 .005 
Y 2.64 B.7 -.003 2.b5 8.7 -.003 PITCH .6 .OO? 
Z .55 1.B -.9Q6 .55 1.8 -.998 YAW 269.6 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CalL- 6.4 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.7 DEG 
A 1- -.7 DEG T.R. COLLa 1.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .127 SHAFT ALPHA- 1.1 DEG PFR CFNT QPM- 101.0 
HOVFR TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.4 DEG RN IMACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .78 DEL TA PSI- -5.2 DEG CLP- .00356 
TIP MIN-rUCH- .60 
.9R MAX-MACH- .71 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PC'" DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 28 
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33840. N 
7608. LB 
LOADED CG x· 
y. 
5.05 ~ - 1Q8.~ IN 
-.00 • -.0 
1.82 71.7 TIME 70401.00 (SEC) z-
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .70 KPA 
-
14.6 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.3 KPA 
-
2095. PSF 
T. AIRSPEED- 64.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.4 DEG K - 497.5 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .100 STATIC TEMP- 275.9 DEG K - 496.6 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- 1.6 DEG DENSITY· 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SlUr,/FT3 
BODY BETA- 2.5 DEG DENSITY ALT- -350. M --1148. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 M/SEC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -76. M/MIN - -250. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (F PS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SFC) 
X 33.15 108.8 -.002 33.13 108.7 -.000 ROll 1.8 .007 
Y 1.42 4.7 .003 1.44 4.7 .000 PITCH -.5 .011 
Z .94 3.1 -.99B .94 3.1 -.99B YAW 329.0 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.8 DEG 
A1· -.6 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.8 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .145 SHAFT ALPHA- 1.6 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.8 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.0 DEG RN/HACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .79 DELTA PSI- -2.5 DEG ClP- .00359 
TIP MIN-MACH- .59 
.9R MAX-MACH- .72 
.9R MIN-MACH- .52 THRUST FACTOR- .94ZE+07 N 
-
.212E+07 LB 









NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS POI DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 29 





5.05 ~ - 198.8 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
TIME 70489.50 ISEC) 1.82 71 .7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .90 KPA 
-
18.8 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.2 KPA 
-
2092. PC;; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 73.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.4 DEG K - 497.6 DEG R 
AlC MACH NO- .113 STATIC TEMP- 275.7 DEG K - 496.3 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -.3 DEG DENS I TV- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLUG'FT~ 
BODY I3ETA- 2.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- -341. M - -1119. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.4 M/SEC - 1094. FP<; 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-94. M/MIN - -310. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
II1/S) (FPS) I G) (M IS ) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC ) 
X 37 .63 123.4 -.012 37.61 123.4 -.012 ROLL 2.1 .010 
Y 1.31 4.3 .007 1.33 4.4 .003 PITCH -2.6 .007 
Z -.17 -.6 -.982 -.17 -.6 -.982 YAW 332.0 .003 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.0 DEG 
Al- -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.9 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .164 SHAFT ALPHA- -.3 OEG PER CENT RPM- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH •• 69 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.4 OEG RN/"'ACH- .159E+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .80 OELTA PSI- -2.0 DEG CLP- .00352 
TIP MIN-MACH- .58 
.9R MAX-MACH- .73 























NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PC,., DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 30 





5.05 M - 198.8 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.62 - 71.7 TIME 70565.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.04 KPA 
-
21.8 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.1 KPA 
-
2091. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 713.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.8 DEG K - 496.2 DEG R 
A/C I1ACI-I NO- .122 STATIC TEMP- 275.9 DEG K - 496.7 OFG R 
BODY ALPHA- .4 OEG DENSITY- 1.26 KG/M3 - .00245 SlUG/FT3 
BODY BET A- 3.0 DEG DENSITY ALTx -327. M - -1074. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.6 M/SEC - 1094. FP<; 
RATE OF CLIMS-
-86. M/MIN - -282. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN Vel CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(M/SI ( FPS I (G) (M IS) (F P S ) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC ) 
)( 40.52 132.9 -.014 40.51 132.9 -.011 ROll <'.5 .000 
Y 2.12 6.9 -.010 2.12 6.9 -.012 PIiCH -1.5 .004 
Z .31 1.0 -.986 .31 1.0 -.986 YAW 327.4 -.003 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COlL- 6.4 DEG HoRIZ FIN- 7.2 DEG 
AI,. 
-.2 DEG T.R. CoLL- 2.1 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .176 SHAFT ALPHA- .4 DEG PER CENT RP~- 101.1 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.1 DEG RN/I1ACI-I- .159E+06 
TIP MAX-MACH- .81 DELTA PSI- -3.0 DEG CLP- .00353 
TIP MIN-MACH- .57 
.9R MAX-MACH- .74 

















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCI" DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 31 





5.05 M - 198.8 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
TIME 70619.20 ISECI 1.1l;> 71.7 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.35 KPA 
-
2!l.3 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.2 KPA 
-
2092. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 89.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 277.2 DEG K - 499.0 DEG R 
Ale MACfi NO- .139 STATIC TEMP- 276.1 DEG K - 497.1 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- .2 DEG DENSITY- 1.26 KG/H3 - .00245 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.7 DEG DENSITY ALT- -326. M 
- -1068. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.7 M/SEC - 1095. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -84. MIMIN - -276. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
C1l1S) (FPS) (GI (M/SI (FPS I ( GI (OEG) (RAD/SEC) 
X 46.22 151.6 -.025 46.20 151.6 -.023 ROLL 1.9 .030 
Y 1.38 4.5 -.002 1.44 4.7 -.015 PITCH -1.4 .011 
Z .20 .6 -1.007 .20 .6 -1.007 YAW 338.7 -.015 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 7.0 DEG HORIl FIN- 7.7 OEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. COLl- 2.2 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCF RATIO- .201 SHAFT ALPHA- .2 OEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -5.2 OEG AN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .83 DELTA PSI- -1.8 DEG CLP- .00360 
TI P MIN-MACH- .55 
.9R MAX-MACH- .76 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 32 





5.05 ~ - 198.8 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.fl2 11.8 TI~E 70722.20 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.59 KPA 
-
33.1 PH 
STATIC PRES- 100.3 KPA 
-
2095. P<; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 97.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 277.4 DEG K • 4<)<1.2 OEG R 
A IC MACH NO- .150 STATIC TEMP- 276.1 DEG K - 4<17.0 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLUG/FT3 
BODY 8ETA- .9 DEG DENSITY ALT- -341. M - -1118. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.7 MISEC - 1095. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -62. M/MIN - -204. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUfl LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
OilS) (FP$ ) (G) (M IS ) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) 
X 49.95 163.9 -.029 49.93 163.8 -.022 ROLL .4 -.020 
Y .82 2.7 -.001 .78 2.6 .004 PITCH -1.6 .010 
Z -.40 -1.3 -1.031 -.40 -1.3 -1.031 YAW 289.4 .019 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 7.5 OEG HOR.IZ FIN- 8.1 DEG 
AI- .0 OEG T.R. COLL- 1.9 OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .217 SHAFT ALPHA- -.5 OEG PER CENT ~PM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -6.8 DEG RN/~ACH- .159E+08 
TI P MAX-MACH- .84 DELTA PSI- -.9 DEG CLP •• 00368 
TIP MIN-MACH- .54 
.9R MAX-MACH- .11 

















NASA LANGLEY FLIG~T DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 34 





5.05 M - 1Q6.6 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.62 - 71.6 TIME 7D91b.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.28 KPA 
-
47.6 PC; F 
STATIC PRES- 100.2 KPA 
-
2092. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 116.4 KT TOTAL TEMP. 277.6 DEG K • 499.7 DEG R 
AlC MACH NO- .160 STATIC TEMP- 275.6 DEG K - 49b.5 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -2.r, DEG DENS ITY- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLU~/FT~ 
BODY ~ETA· -.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- -339. M - -1113. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 M/SEC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -35. M/MIN - -115. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pns ANG RA res 
OilS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (F PS ) IG) (DEG) (RAO/HC) 
X 59.61 19b.2 -.054 59.81 196.2 -.055 ROLL .7 -.005 
Y -.28 -.9 .012 -.29 -.9 -.013 PITCH -2.Q -.001 
Z -2.48 -8.1. -.988 -2.48 -8.1 -.968 YAW 148.3 -.007 
CO~TROL A~GL E S M.R. COlL- 8.5 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9.0 DEG 
A1- -.3 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.3 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .261 SHAFT ALPHA- -2.4 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .b9 CONTROL ALPHA- -10.0 DEG RN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .87 DELTA PSI- .3 DEG CLP· .00351 
TIP MIN-MACH- .51 
.9R MAX-MACH- .80 



















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 33507. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 M - 198.8 IN 
y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 35 7533. LB 
TIME 70960.00 (SEC) Z· 1.82 • 11.8 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.58 KPA 
-
53.8 PSF 
STATIC PReS. 100.1 KPA 7091. po; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 123.6 KT TOTAL TEMP· 277.8 DEG K • 500.0 OEG Q 
AIC HACH NO. .191 STATIC TEMP- 275.8 DEG K - 496.4 DFG R 
BOr)Y ALPHA- -3.9 OEG DENSITY- 1.27 KG/1'I3 - .00246 SlUG/FT3 
BODY BETA· 1.1 DEG DENSITY ALT- -335. M - -1099. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 M/SEC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-49. M/MIN • -160. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG lUTES (M IS) (FPS) (G) (MIS I (FPSI (G) (DEGI (RAO/SEc) 
X 63.44 208.1 -.061 63.43 208.1 -.054 ROLL .1 -.002 
Y 1.26 4.1 .006 1.25 4.1 .020 PITCH -4.6 .002 
Z -4.29 -14.1 -.950 -4.29 -14.1 -.950 YAW 153.8 .015 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- <1.2 DEG HOIHZ FIN- 9.6 DEG 
Al- .1 DEG T.R. CaLL- 2.9 OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .277 SHAFT ALPHA- -3.<1 DEG PER CENT RPMa 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -12.4 DEG RN/MACHa .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .88 DELTA PSI- -1.1 DEG CLP· .00338 
TIP MIN-MACH- .50 
.9R MAX-MACH- .81 
.<1R MIN-MACHa .43 THRUST FACTOR- .<143E+07 N a .212E+07 LB 
 
- .  - .  






















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 36 




5.05 ~ - 1Q8.8 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.82 • 11.8 TIME 71007.20 ISEC) z-
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.06 KPA 
-
64.0 PC; F 
STATIC PRi:S- 100.3 KPA 
-
20Q4. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 134.b KT TOTAL TEMP- 218.3 DEC K - 500.Q DEG Il 
AIC MACH NO- .20a STATIC TEMP· 275.9 DEG K - 496.b DEG 11 
aODY ALPHA- -4.Z DEG DENS ITY- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BET A- 1.1 DEG DENSITY ALT- -34b. M 
- -1134. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 M/SEC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -In. I1/MIN - -2bb. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEl CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
111IS' IF PS , I CI I M IS) IFPS) I G, IDEG) IRAD/SEC) 
X bQ.Ob 22b.b -.080 6Q.03 226.5 -.073 ROLL -1.6 -.023 
Y 1.27 4.2 .001 1.22 4.0 .025 PITCH -5.3 .012 
Z -5.01 -16.4 -1.009 -5.01 -lb.4 -1.00Q YAW 138.Q .011 
CONTI10L ANGLES M.R. COLL- 10.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 10.1 DEG 
A1- .2 OEG T.R. COLL- 3.1 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .302 SHAFT ALPHA- -4.2 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.1 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -13.4 DEG IlN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .90 DELTA PSI- -1.0 DEG CLP· .00360 
TIP MIN-MACH- .48 
.9R MAX-MACH- .83 



















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 37 




5.05 M - 19~.R IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.83 71.9 TIMt 71068.00 (SEC) z· 
AtAODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.45 KPA 
-
72.0 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.3 KPA 
-
2094. PS ~ 
T. AIRSPEED- 142.8 KT TOTAL TEMP. 278.7 DEG K - 501.6 DEG II 
AIC MACH ~O- .220 STATIC TEMP- 276.0 DEG K - 496.8 DFG II 
60DY ALPHA- -6.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.27 KG/M3 - .00246 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.6 DEG DENSITY ALT- -342. M 
- -1124. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.6 MISEC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -34. MOlIN - -Ill. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
(M IS) (F PS ) (G) (II IS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/~!:C ) 
X 73.0~ 239.5 -.098 72.98 239.5 -.102 ROLL .7 -.005 
Y 2.00 6.6 -.016 1.99 6.5 -.013 PITCH -6.5 .009 
Z -7.76 -25.4 -.974 -7.76 -25.4 -.974 YAW 144.7 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COLL- 11.0 DEG HO~IZ FIN- 10.6 DEG 
AI- -01 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCF RATIO- .320 SHAFT ALPHA- -6.1 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -15.9 DEG RN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .91 DEL TA PSI- -1.6 DEG CLP- .00345 
TIP MIN-MACH- .47 
.9R MAX-MACH- .84 







· • . 
-
 
 11'11 N 







NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM OAT A 
FLIGHT NO. Oll 
RUN NO. 38 





5.05 M - 1QA.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.R3 71.9 TIME 71113.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRE!." 3.83 KPA 
-
80.1 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 100.2 KPA 
-
2093. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 150.4 KT TOTAL TEMP- 278.8 DEG K - 501.8 DEG R 
AIC MACH NO- .232 STATIC TEMP- 275.8 DEG K - 496.4 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -7.2 DEG DENSITY- 1.27 KG/H3 - .00246 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BEU- 1.3 DEG DENSITY ALT- -344. H - -1128. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 333.5 H/SFC - 1094. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-73. H/MIN - -238. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(H IS) (FPS) (G) (111 S ) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC ) 
X 76.76 251.8 -.113 76.75 251.8 -.111 ROLL 3.1 -.015 
Y 1.70 5.8 -.002 1.73 5.7 -.019 PI TCH -B.O .002 
Z -9.64 -31.6 -.984 -9.64 -31.6 -.9B4 YAW 147.6 .011 
CONTROL ANGLES H. R. COL L- 12.1 DEG HORIZ FIN- 11.3 DEG 
AI- -.5 DEG T.R. COLL- 4.7 OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .337 SHAFT ALPHA- -7.2 OEG PER CENT RPH- 101.0 
HOVER TIP HACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -17.8 DEG RN/MACH- .159E+08 
TIP MAX-HACH- .92 DEL TA PSI- -1.3 DEG CLP- .00348 
TIP MIN-MACH- .46 
.9R MAX-HACH- .85 
.9R MIN-HACH- .39 THRUST FACTOR- .945E+07 N 
-
.212E+07 LB 
O '1  I
- -
1,










NA~A LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FL IGHT NO. all 
RUN NO. 3Q 





5.05 M - 198.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.B3 7l.9 TIME 71346.50 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .57 KPA 
-
12.0 PS F 
STATIC PReS- 101.8 KPA 
-
2127. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 58.3 KT TOTAL TEMP- 277.8 DEG K - 500.1 DEG R 
A/C MAC'i NO- .090 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 DEG K - 499.3 OEG R 
60rlY ALPHA- 1.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/H3 - .00248 SLUG/FT3 
BOD'Y BETA- 4.5 DEG DENSITY ALT- -452. M - -1464. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.4 MISEC - 10Q1. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -61. MOlIN - -199. FP~ 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HU~ LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS AHG RATES 
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (F PS) (G) (DEG) (QAD/SEC I 
X 29.8B 96.0 .000 29.68 96.0 .014 ROLL 2.1 -.007 
Y 2.32 7.0 -.001 2.31 7.6 -.002 PITCH -.3 .000 
Z .7B 2.0 -1.000 .78 2.0 -1.000 YAW 317.7 .006 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.4 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.8 DEG 
Al- -.8 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO •• 131 SHAFT ALPHA. 1.5 DEG PER CENT QP~- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.2 DEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH •• 78 DELTA PSI- -4.4 DEG CLP- .00348 
TIP MIN-MACH •• 60 
.9R MAX-MACH- .71 
.9R MIN-MACH- .53 THRUST FACTOR- .954E+07 N 
-
.214E+07 L8 






 11'11 N 
 I  







NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 40 




5.05 M - 1QA.7 IN 
-.OC - -.0 
1.83 72.0 TIME 71407.00 (SEC) z· 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMiC PRES- .b8 KPA 
-
14.2 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2127. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- b3.4 KT TOTAL TEMP· 277.6 DEG K • 499.8 OEG R 
A/C MACH NO- .098 STATIC TEMP- 277.1 DEG K - 498.8 OFG R 
BODY ALPHA- .2 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/M3 - .00249 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 5.2 OEG DENSITY ALT- -lobS. M 
- -1525. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.3 M/SEC - 10n. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-35. M/MIN - -115. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG pas ANG RATES 
(MIS I (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) 
X 32.50 10b.6 -.003 32.49 10b.6 -.001 ROLL 1.1 -.010 
Y 2.92 9.6 -.003 2.90 9.5 -.004 PITCH -.7 .008 
Z .ll .4 -.9B3 .11 .4 -.983 YAW 320.7 .002 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- b.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.8 DEG 
AI- -.4 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.0 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .142 SHAFT ALPHA- .2 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.8 
HOVER TI? MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.5 OEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .78 DEL TA PSI- -5.1 DEG CLP- .00343 
TI? MIN-MACH- .59 
.9R MAX-MACH- .72 













NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCII DATA 
FLIGHT ~O. 011 
RUN NO. 41 





5.05 II - 19P.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.fl3 - 72.0 TII1E 71513.00 (SEC I 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- .90 KPA 
-
18.7 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.8 KPA 
-
2127. P'iF 
T. AIRSPEED- 72.7 KT TOTAL TEMP- 277.8 DEG K - 500.1 DEG Il 
AIC IIACIi NO- .112 STATIC iEMP. 277.1 DEG K - 498.9 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA- -.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/II3 - .0021,9 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 2.9 DEG DENSITY ALT- -462. M - -1514. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.3 MISEC - Ion. FPS 
RATE OF CLIIIB-
-73. M/MIN - -240. FPII 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG P(lS ANG UTeS 
(M IS I (F PS ) (Gl (M IS) (F PS I (GI (DEGI (RAD/Sr:C) 
x 37.35 122.6 -.010 37.34 122.5 -.005 ROll 2.? .007 
Y 1.88 6.2 -.010 1.89 6.2 -.003 PITCH -l.B .006 
l -.04 -.1 -.986 -.04 -.1 -.987 YAW 326.7 -.003 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 6.4 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.0 DEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. CaLL- 1.9 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .163 SHAFT ALPHA- -.1 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.2 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL AlPHA- -4.3 OEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .80 DELTA PSI- -2.9 OEG CLP- .00341 
TIP MIN-MACH- .58 
.9R MAX-MACH- .73 















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32995. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 M - 1Q~.7 IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 43 7416. LB 
TIME 71646.00 (SEC) Z- 1.83 - 72.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRE~- 1.30 KPA 
-
27.1 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2128. P,) F 
T. AIRSPEED- 87.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 278.4 DEG K - 501.1 OEG P 
A/C MACH NO- .135 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 DEG K - 499.3 OEG P 
1300Y ALPHA- -.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.26 ~G/M3 - .00248 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 2.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- -460. M - -1510. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.4 M/SEC - 1097. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -122. M/MIN - -399. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HU8 LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS A~r, PATES 
(MIS I (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC I 
)( 44.97 147.5 -.026 44.96 141.5 -.026 ROLL 3.6 -.002 
Y 1.60 5.2 -.006 1.59 5.2 -.005 PITCH -2.8 .001 
Z -.26 -.8 -.989 -.26 -.6 -.989 YAW 320.7 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 6.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.4 OEG 
AI- -.0 DEG T.R. CaLL- 2.0 DEG 






ROTOP PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .196 SHAFT ALPHA- -.3 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.0 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -5.3 DEG RN/MACH- .156E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .62 DELTA PSI- -2.0 DEG CLPa .00341 
TIP MIN-MACH- .55 
.9R MAX-MACH- .75 




















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 44 





5.05 M - 1q~.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
l.R3 72.1 TIME 71692.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.59 I(PA 
-
33 .2 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2129. P<; F 
T. AIRSPEED- 90.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 276.4 DEG K - 501.2 DEG R 
AlC MACI-! NO- .149 STATIC TEMP- 277.2 OEG K - 499.0 DEG R 
'lODY ALPHA- -1.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/M3 - .00249 SLUG/FT3 
BODY 'lETA- .8 DEG DENSITY ALT- -468. M 
- -1537. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.3 M/SEC - 1097. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -47. I1/MIN - -153. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG UTES 
( 11/5 ) (FPSI (G) (MIS I (FPS) (Gl (DEG) (RAD/SFC) 
X 49.06 103.0 -.035 4q.60 102.9 -.035 ROLL -3.3 -.003 
Y .71 2.3 .004 .71 2.3 .010 PITCH -2.4 .0Oq 
Z -1.24 -4.1 -.983 -1.24 -4.1 -.963 YAW 317.2 -.012 
CONTROL ANGLES M. R. COL L- 7.3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.9 DEG 
A1- -.1 DEG T.R. COLL- Z.l OEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS AOVANCE RATIO- .217 SHAFT ALPHA- -1.4 OEG PER CENT RPM- 100.8 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.5 OEG RN/MACH- .15BE+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .64 DEL TA PSI- -.8 DEG CLP- .00340 
TIP MIN-MACH- .54 
.9R MAX-MACH- .77 



















NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 1,5 
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 32917. N 
7401. LB 
LOADED CG X· 
Y-
z-
5.05 H - 198.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.83 - 72.1 TIME 71766.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.88 KPA 
-
39.3 PS F 
S TATlC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2128. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 105.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 278.8 DEG K - 501.9 DEG II 
AIC HAC~ NO- .162 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 DEG K - 499.3 DFG R 
BODY ALPHA- -1.3 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/H3 - .00248 SLUG/FT3 
BOilY BETA- .4 DEG DENSITY ALT- -458. M - -1503. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.4 MISEC - 1097. FPC; 
RATE OF CLIMB- -96. M/MIN - -315. FPI'I 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG :u TES 
(MIS) (F PS) (G) (M IS ) 'F PS ) (G) (D"G) (QAD/'iEC) 
X 54.06 177.4 -.045 54.06 177.4 -.049 ROLL 2.0 -.006 
Y .35 1.2 .004 .34 1.1 .005 PITCH -3.0 .000 
Z -1.21 -4.0 -1.015 -1.21 -4.0 -1.014 YAW 324.5 .(109 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 7.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- e.3 DEG 
AI- -.1 DEG T.R. COlL- 2.0 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .236 SHAFT ALPHA- -1.3 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.7 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.9 DEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .85 DELTA PSI- -.4 OEG CLP- .00351 
TIP MIN-MACH- .52 
.9R MAX-MACH- .78 







P K - R  











NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCI1 DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32840. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 11 - 198.7 IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. ~6 7383. L8 
TII1E 71882.00 (SEC) Z- 1.83 72.1 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.17 KPA 
-
45.2 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2129. PSF 
T. AIRSPEED- 112.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 279.1 DEG K - 502.4 OEG R 
AlC MACH NO- .114 STATIC TEMP- 277.5 DEG K - 499.4 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -2.4 DEG OF~SITY- 1.28 KG/M3 - .00248 SlUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- .8 DEG DENSITY ALT- -460. 11 - -1509. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.5 ~/sec - 1091. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -69. M/MIN - -294. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (M (S ) (F PS ) (G) (OEG) (iUD/SEC) 
X 51.9f> 190.2 -.052 57.96 190.1 -.054 ROLL .7 -.009 
Y .7B 2.6 .006 .76 2.5 .021 PITCH -3.8 .007. 
Z -2.38 -7.8 -.992 -2.38 -7.8 -.992 YAW 142.5 .012 
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COLL- 8.0 DEG HOIUZ FIN- B.1 DEG 
AI- .1 OEG T.R. COLL- 2.6 DEG 






ROTOR PARAI1ETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .253 SHAFT ALPHA- -2.4 DEG PER CENT RPM_ 101.0 
HOVER TIP I1ACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -9.6 OEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-I1ACH- .B6 DELTA PSI- -.B OEG ClP- .00341 
TIP I1IN-HACH- .51 
.9R I1AX-I1ACH- .79 




Z K -  1 K -  
/11  -









04  o 215
U1 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32791. N LOADED CG x- 5.05 M - 198.7 IN 
Y- -.00 - -.0 RUN NO. 47 7372. LB 
TIME 719&5.00 (SEC) Z- 1.83 • 72.~ 
AERoDYNA~IC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.5& KPA • 53.& PS F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2129. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 122.6 KT TOTAL TEMP- 279.4 DEG K - 502.8 DEG R 
A/C I1ACIi NO- .189 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 DEG K • 499.3 DEG R 
BODY ALPHA- -2.9 DEG DENS ITY- 1.28 KG/113 - .00249 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- -.0 DEG DENSITY ALT- -464. 11 - -1524. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.4 M/SEC • 1097. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-73. I1II1IN - -240. FP" 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AX IS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PoS ANG RATES 
I MIS I IF PS ) IG) 111/5 ) IFPS) IG) IDEG) lRAD/SEC ) 
X 62.99 206.7 -.0&7 62.97 206.& -.070 ROLL -.6 .04 4 
Y -.0:> -.0 .007 .09 .3 .006 PITCH -4.0 .010 
Z -3.19 -10.5 -1.022 -3.19 -10.5 -1.022 YAW 146.9 .005 
CONTROL ANGLES I1.R. COLL- 8.9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9.3 DEG 
AI- .0 DEG T.R. COLL- 2.7 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .275 SHAFT ALPHA- -2.9 DEG PER CENT QPI1- 100.9 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -11.0 DEG R~/MACH- .15BE+OB 
TIP MAX-MACH- .8B DELTA PSI- -.1 DEG CLP· .00351 
TIP MIN-MACH •• 50 
.9R MAX-MACH •• 81 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT NO. 011 
RUN NO. 48 





5.05 M - 19R.7 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.~3 7').') TIME 72022.50 (SECI 
AERODYNAMIC fLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.00 KPA 
-
62.7 PSF 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 2129. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 132.6 KT TOTAL TEMP. 279.7 DEG K • 503.4 DEG II 
A/C /lACH NO- .204 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 DEG K - 499.3 DEG R 
80DY ALPHA- -3.7 DEG DENSITY- 1.28 KG/H3 - .00249 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- .2 DEG DENSITY ALT- -464. M • -1522. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.4 M/SEC - 1097. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB-
-57. M/MIN • -187. FPH 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS A~G RATES 
(M IS I (F PS I (G I (M IS I (F PS I ( GI (DEGI (RAD/SEC) 
X 6 B.06 223.3 -.065 66.04 223.2 -.079 ROLL .0 .011 
Y .20 .7 .013 .23 .7 .004 PITCH -4.5 .008 
Z -4.46 -14.6 -1.010 -4.46 -14.6 -1.010 YAW 157.0 .00'3 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 9.7 DEG HOIUZ FIN- 10.0 DEG 
AI- -.2 DEG T.R. COLL- 3.1 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .298 SHAFT ALPHA- -3.7 DEG PER CENT RPM- 100.7 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -12.8 DEG RN/MACH- .15BE+08 
TI P MAX-MACH- .89 DELTA PSI- -.2 DEG CLP- .00348 
TIP MIN-MACH- .48 
.9R MAX-MACH- .82 
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA 
FLIGHT ~O. 011 
RUN NO. 49 
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 32711. N 
735 1,. L8 
LOADED CG x-
y-
5.05 M - lQ8.6 IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.83 72.? TIME 72071.00 (SEC) z-
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRE~- 3.53 KPA 
-
73.8 P<;F 
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA 
-
2126. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 143.7 KT TOTAL TEMP- 260.2 DEG K - 504.3 DEG R 
AlC MACH ~O- .221 STATIC TEMP- 277.4 OEG K - 4Q9.4 OEG R 
800Y ALPHA- -6.2 DEG OENS lTY- 1.28 KG/M3 - .00248 SLUG/FT3 
80DY 8ETA- 2.1 DEG DENSITY ALT- -456. M - -1501. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.5 M/SEC - 1097. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -13. I'I/MIN - -42. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES 
(HIS) (F PS I (GI (M IS) (F PS ) (G) (DEGI (RADISEC ) 
X 73.45 Z41.0 -.101 73.44 240.9 -.099 ROLL 2.1 -.00'3 
Y 2.71 6.9 -.016 Z.70 6.9 -.OZO PITCH -6.3 .005 
Z -7.94 -26.0 -.961 -7.94 -26.0 -.981 YAW 146.9 .001 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CaLL- 11.0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 10.7 OEG 
A1- .1 DEG T.R. COLL- 4.0 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .321 SHAFT ALPHA- -6.2 DEG PER CENT RP~- 101.2 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -16.2 OEG RN/MACH- .156E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .91 DELTA PSI- -Z.1 OEG CLP- .00335 
TIP MIN-MACH- .47 
.QR MAX-MACH- .84 
























NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCI1 DATA 
FLIGHT ~O. 011 
RUN NO. 50 





5.05 M - lQa.b IN 
-.00 - -.0 
1.83 - 7?2 TIME 12100.00 (SEC) 
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 3.19 K?A 
-
79.1 PS F 
STATIC PRES- 102.0 KPA 
-
2129. PS F 
T. AIRSPEED- 148.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 280.5 DEG K - 504.Q DEG R 
AfC MACH NO- .229 STATIC TEMP- 217.6 DEG K - 499.6 DEG R 
~ODY ALPHA- -1.2 DEG DENS ITY- 1.28 KG/M3 - .00248 SLUG/FT3 
BODY BETA- 1.6 DEG OENSITY ALT- -458. M - -1502. FT 
SONIC SPEED- 334.5 MISEC - 1098. FPS 
RATE OF CLIMB- -12. M/MIN - -3B. FPM 
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE 
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC A XIS ANG pos ANG R4 res 
(MIS) (F PS ) (G) (M IS I (F PS I (G) (DEGI (RAD/SECJ 
X 15.81 248.9 -.106 15.81 248.9 -.100 ROll 2.1 -.002 
Y 2.19 7.2 -.002 2.18 7.2 .014 PITCH -7.3 -.001 
l -9.59 -31.5 -.972 -9.59 -31.5 -.972 YAW 143.2 .014 
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 12.0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 11.4 DEG 
Al- -.2 DEG T.R. CaLL- 4.3 DEG 






ROTOR PARAMETERS ADVANCE RATIO- .332 SHAFT ALPHA- -7.2 DEG PER CENT RPM- 101.2 
HOVER TIP MACH- .69 CONTROL ALPHA- -18.0 OEG RN/MACH- .158E+08 
TIP MAX-MACH- .92 OELTA PSI- -1.6 OEG CLP- .00331 
TIP MIN-MACH- .46 
.9R MAX-MACH- .85 
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TABLE I.- BASIC AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS 
Empty weight, N (lb.) . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 27,050 (6080) 
Fuel capacity, N (lb.) ............ . . . 7,250 (1630) 
Powerplant .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lycoming T53-L-13B 
Nominal transmission limit at 100% rpm, kw (hp) . . . . . . 820 (1100) 
Wing: 
Airfoil 
Root ... . . . . . . . . . 
Ti P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Semi-span (panel only), m (ft) 
Area (panels only), m2 (ft2) . 
Chord: 
Root, m (ft) ...... . 
Tip, m (ft) ....... . 
Incidence angle (chord line), deg . 
Leading-edge sweep, deg 
Dihedral angle, deg ..... 
Horizontal tail: 
Ai rfoi 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Semi-span (panel only), m (ft) . 
Area (panels only), m2 (ft2) . 
Chord: 
Root, m (ft) ... . 
Tip, m (ft) .... . 
Leading-edge sweep, deg 
Dihedral angle, deg .. 
Vertical tail: 
Airfoil 
Root .. . . . . . . . 
Tip . . . . . . . . . . 
Span (above tail boom), m (ft) 
Area, m2 (ft2) .... 
Chord: 
Root, m (ft) 
Tip, m (ft) . 
Leading-edge sweep, deg 
Twi st, deg ... . . . . 
· NACA 0030 
· . NACA 0024 







inverted Clark Y 
0.78 (2.54) 
0.95 (l 0.2) 
0.75 (2.45) 
· 0.54 (1.78) 
19.9 
· ... 0.0 
cambered, 14% thlck 
cambered, 15% thick 
1.64 (5.38) 
1.73 (18.6) 





Number of blades 
Airfoil ..... 
Radius (R), m (ft) .. 
Chord, m (ft) 
Taper . . . . . . 
Solidity ...... . 
TABLE I.- Concluded 
Twi s t, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Flapwise inertia, kg-m2 (slug-ft2) 
Lock number . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nominal tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Hub precone angl e, deg. ..... 
Pitch-flap coupling (°3), deg . 
Blade pitch range at .75 R, deg 
Trim tab -
Wi d th, m (ft) 
Overhang length, m (ft) 
In-board edge 
Tail Rotor: 
• • • • • • • • • • • 2 
9.3% thick symmetrical 
. .. 6.706 (22.0) 
.. 0.686 (2.25) 
• . • . 1: 1 
. ... 0.0651 
. . . . -lO/R 
1878 (1385) 
. . . .. 5.19 
227.5 (746.6) 
. . . . . . . 2.75 





Number of blades . . . 2 
Airfoil . . NACA 0015 
Radius, m (ft) . 1.295 (4.25) 
Chord, m (ft) . 0.214 (0.70) 
Taper . . . . . 1: 1 
Solidity. . . . 0.105 
Twist, deg . . 0.0 
Equivalent root cut-out, percent. 20 
Nominal tip speed . . . . . . . . 227.5 (746.4) 
Hub precone angle, deq • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
Pltch-flap coupling (03)' deg •••............... 30 
Blade pltch range, deo •................ -10.6, +18.3 
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1 00000 00104 
Note: Airfoll has stralght-line contours between 
x/c = 0.39911 and 1.0 for each surface 
TABLE III. - PADS-PCM DATA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
Di gital 
Parameter System a) 
Accuracy ( Channel Filter (b) 
Aerodynamic Flight State: 
dynamlc pressure - regular 
- sensltive 
static pressure - regular 
-sensltive 
angl e of attack 
angle of sldesllp 
total temperature 
Inertial Flight State: 
roll attltude 







lateral servo (01) 
longltudlnal servo (02) 
collective servo (00) 




maln-rotor speed - regular 
-sensitlVe 
main-rotor aZlmuth 
















































Notes' a - accuracy of analog slgnal before dlgltlzatlon 












Figure 1.- Aircraft schematic and conventions used to define positive sense of 
motions, loads and angles. 
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- - - - - - - Measured profile 
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Figure 5.- Comparison of nominal and measured airfoil coordinates of main-rotor blade. 
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(a) Nose-boom sensors. 
Figure 6.- PADS PCM instrumentation. 
(b) Temperature sensors. 
Figur1e 7.- PADS data system in aircraft ammunition bay. 
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(a) Potentiometers and data-system canister 
-...,J Figure 8.- PADS FM instrumentation. 
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(b) Strain-guage bridge locations 
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Figure 9.- Flight data for four consecutive level-flight speed sweeps. Mh • 0.69. 
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(b) Aircraft attitude 
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(c) Control parameters 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(d) Rotor-blade pitch and teeter angles. 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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(e) Mean and peak-to-peak pitch-link loads 
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(a) Longitudinal parameters. 
Figure 10.- Vehicle flight-state histories for three level-flight test points (Flight 11, 
runs 1, 8 and 13 of Appendix C); measured, uncorrected parameters. 
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(b) Lateral parameters 
Figure 10.- Continued. 
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(c) Acceleration components 
Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Rotor-data records for three level-flight test points (Flight 11, 
runs 1, 8, and 13 of Appendix C). 
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Figure 12.- Standard deviation of three measured, uncorrected, flight-state 
parameters for 12 second record at test-point 
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Figure 14.- Performance data for nominal seven-second test-point period. 
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Figure 15.- Mast-torque histories for level-flight test points. 
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(a) Blade pitch angle 
Figure 16.- Blade-motion histories for level-flight test points. 
Mh = 0.69; CL = 0.0039. 
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Figure 17.- Pitch-link load histories for level-flight test points. 
- -~ Mh • 0.69; CL = 0.0039. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 17. Concluded. 
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Figure 18.- Occurrence of specific values of pitch-link load as a function of rotor 
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Figure 19.- Flight-state and control parameter histories for a descending left 
turn (Test point for flight 27, run 11B of Appendix C); 
measured, uncorrected parameters. C~ = 0.0058; ~ = 0.24. 
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Figure 20.- Rotor data records for a descending left turn (Test point for flight 
27, run lIB of Appendix C). C~ = 0.0058; ~ • 0.24. 
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Figure 22.- Flight-state and control parameter histories for a symmetrical 
pull-up (Test point for flight 27, run 3D of 
Appendix C); measured, uncorrected 
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Figure 23.- Rotor data records for a s~etrical pull-up (Test point for flight 
27, run 30 of Appendix C). cC = 0.0064; ~ = 0.25. 
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Figure 25.- TYpical records of pitch-link load for descending right turns. 
Mh = 0.66. 
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Figure 26.- Typical records of pitch-link load for descending left turns. 
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Figure 27.- Trends in peak-to-peak pitch-link loads with variations in tip-speed 
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Figure 29.- Corrections for static and dynamic pressure based on radar-tracked 
calibration flight. 
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